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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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CATTLE MOVING
OUT OF QUAY
IN QUANTITIES

DEM1NC BOARD TRUSTEES
'
DECIDE NOT TO PAVE
NOW; COST IS HIGH

PEACE OFFICERS
OF THE STATE
ARE ORGANIZED

FRIDAY DECEMBER

14, 1917
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Dr. Crile ta'ked for thirty
different detiartmrnts and a business day.
Louise Olivereau, aged 40, sentenced Totals,
wht.ch will be held in N ivember, 19'8. will be extended with necessary mod- CATTLE SANITARY
to all the big livestock mar
WILL MEET WEDNESDAY enterprise second to none in quality, minutes and rl.livercrt an inspiring
to a
term in prison for
Among the d'rectors elected for the ification
convenience and perfection will be and interesting message,
with the selective draft, ar- WISCONSIN UNIVERSITY
next vear. the following southwest kets of the country.
Inst bark from Washington, wdiere
LA
BURN
STUDENTS
The cattle sanitary board will meet open to the public.
rived here today in custody of a federn sheepmen were named: F. O - Beans
he attended a conference of land
Public IntDction Invited
eral oficer and began serving her
are still beans and the gov in its offices, at Albuquerque next
FOLLETTE IN EFFIGY Landrum. Laguna. Texas; T. L. Morlentefice in the women's department
They may build larger buildings grant college presidents. Dr. Crile
jris. Prescott. Ariz.,; T. F. Fleming. ernment is not savin? what the erow-- 1 Wednesday, according to annotinre12. The ef- - Pinon. N. M..; Ed. Armer. Kings-fig- y ers may or may not ask for them. ment by T. D. Allen, secretary. The but they do not build them better, evidenced in his remarks a wida
of the penitentiary, where there are Madison, Wis.,-Dec- .
of United States Senator Robert jton, N. M.: B. M. Halbert. Sonora. A good many are looking for pintas members of the board are C. L. jThey may carry a heavier stock but grasp of the affairs of recent de- several other federal prisoners. Mrs.
cents the pound Ballard, Poswell : Cole Rai'ston. Mae- - none can excel the Trading Company velopment which relate to the world
Oliereaa was sentenced at Seattle. M. La Follette was burned on the, Texas: J. P. Weatherby, Klondyke. to fetch twenty-fiv- e
Mrs. Olivereau is said to be a mem- campus of the University of Wiscon- N. M. ; C. A. Fleming. Cutter. N. by the beautiful springtime and dalena: W. T. Linwood. Rton; H.jin quality and prices, to which the wir. However, he confined his speech
ber of the I. W. W. and to have dis- sin today after a monster mass meet- M.; and H. A. Morgan, Wilcox, there is no law against hoarding L. Hodge. Silver City: A. E. Baird, management invites the attention and almost entirely to development of
tributed anti-dra- ft
pamphlets on reg- ing of students, who adopted reso- Ariz. Officers for the next year anything on the farm that if raised Alamogordo. and T. D. Burns, Jr., inspection of the people of Carrizozo conditions existing in New Mexico,
istration day, Juna S last.
j
there. Springer Stockman.
Albuquerque 'Journal.
will be elected tonight.
lutions pledging loyalty.
(and vicinity. Carrizozo Outlook.
jTierra Amarilla.
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SCENE OF MUNITION EXPLOSION AT HALIFAX

WORST

EVER

SISTER M'ADAMS

PREMIER VENIZELOS

HALIFAX EXPLOSION
The following big explosions
have taken place in recent
years :
FEBRUARY
ltallroad
1, 1911
station In New Vork ; cars containing twenty tons of dynamite.

Injured

Twenty-liv; $'.',( HI.IKKI

harbor,

carrying

COSSACKS WILL

KNOWN.

OUST BOLSHEVIKI

SURRENDERS

damage.

explosives.

plant of the Canadian Car and
Foundry Company, of Kings-land- .
N. ,1. Seventeen killed;
damage.
JANUARY 21, 1917 Munitions
il nl
in London.
Seventy
killed; 277 injured; damage,
I

'Jiio.ihki pounds.
APRIL 12, 1917 F.ddystone

munition Corpora ion,
Pa. Two hundred
ed .1.lNMI.tiOO damage.
I

AmKildy-stou-

kill-

;

oilier buildings of prominence are the
! Hilhousic
College. Provincial Museum,

Approximate location of collision bet u ecu ho Mmit Blunc,
munitions ship, nntl the Iiilnn, u Belgian relief strainer. The .Mont Wane blew
up. 2 lttlitiiii(l. the section of" Halifax which whs practically wiped out
by the explosion and tire. The darkened districts covers more than two mid
f
Unrtniniitli, where there also was heavy destruction
square miles.
of life and property. 4 Buckingham, where there was some damage. f and ti
tuwere iliiiiinged and
The two liarhors of Halifax, In which many
bers of their crews killed or Injured.
-

I

one-hal-

,
newspaper ofllces. ltoynl Bank of
Canadian Bank of Commerce,
Bank of Nova Scotia. Bank of Brltlst.
North America a,.'! the Bunk of Montreal.
are
Other structures destnt,.-.-college, two Itoman Catholic
convents, the Presbyterian Theological
college, (he government technical college, 42 churches ami SO factories, including iron foundries, breweries, distilleries and two sugar refineries.
Can-aila-

WORST DISASTER
IN MANY YEARS
Catastrophe at Halifax

Appall-

ing in the Loss of Life

and Property.

!

FAMOUS

BIG PART

OF CITY IN

RUINS

Rain of

Explosives
Fire Following
and
Completes Destruction-r-Por- t
Harbor One of the Most Valued
of British Naval Posts.

outside the toll of life claimed on
laud and sea by the great war. the
catastrophe at Halifax Is by far Hip
greatest disaster In many years.
Numerous explosions have occurred
In munition plants In this country and
Kurope, but the Halifax disaster is the
iuo.it tragic explosion, In the number
of lives Inst, in the last ipmrter century. Indeed, few catastrophes of any
nature have probably exceeded It In
(he number of dead.
Pilot Frank Mnckle of the Mont
Blanc declared that the collision resulted from a confusion of whistles
sounded by the Ionia, causing a collision with the Mont Wane, which ar
rived lit a United States Atlantic port
on November !, laden with 3,tHH tons
of munitions for France. She was In
bound from New York when she was
rammed by the Belgian relief ship
Ionia.
Flames Caught Benzine.
The Impact set tire to a deck load
of benzine on the French ship and the
flames quickly communicated with the
munitions, resulting In u practical
bombardment of the city.
The zone of destruction In Halifax
Itself extended from the North street
railway station its far north us Afrie-vlll- e
to Bedford bnsln and covered an
area of about two square miles in the
section known as ltichinond. The
buildings which were not demolished
by the force of the terrific explosion
were destroyed by the lire which followed.
District Densely Populated.
The devastated district was the older part of Halifax and thickly popuIt contained, in addition to
lated.
Citadel hill, many churches and
schools, the railway station, government dockyard. Wellington
Admiralty House (Hie otliclal residence of the admiral In command of
the North American British squadron), the military hospital, post office,
provisional parliament building, city
hall, the ordnance department, most of
the department Mores, all of the telegraph and cable offices and a few hotels.
The better residence district was alIt lies southward
most unbanned.
from the Queens, and Includes most of
the churches. Including St. Mary's
Catholic cathedral.
section were the
In the
parliament buildings, post office, three
n

fire-swe-

DESIGNATED BY INDIANS
GREATEST OF HAVENS.

e

FOR BEAUTY.

One of the oldest of Canadian cities,
Halifax also is one of the most picturesque. It has two principal beauty spots. Point Pleasant park und
The first lies
the Public (lardens.
between the North Arm, a fiord three
miles long, and the harbor proper.
The North Arm Is the cruising basin
for canoes and pleasure craft of small
size.
Two hundred acres of land make
up Point Pleasant park, and the woods
have been left III n wild statp. The

roads are splendid. They were built
for military purposes. The park has
a pair of magnificent Iron gates given
to the city by Sir William Voting, n
former chief justice of the province.
They tire set at the head of young
avenue, one of the principal roads of
the park.
A
mile from Voting avenue gates
are the Public Hardens, the most cultivated spot nl Canada, and said to
be Us most bountiful garden. An area
of 20 ncres is thus given up for purpose of pleasure right in the heart of
the city. When the land was origin-alltaken up for park purposes It
the outskirts of the town, and was
a hunting field. It Is laid out In formal
flower beds, a band stand and precise
walks.
Like Bit of London.
A dozen public buildings, each with
n history, also tended to soften the
lines of "the garrison city." Houses
originally built of wood and stucco and
later of stone and brick anil patterned
after the English style, give the visitor the impression that Halifax Is a
corner of London itself, lifted and
transplanted in Nova Scotia.
From the citadel a beautiful view
of the entire city and harbor Is given.
Facing the water front, one looking
from the fortress may see the entire
business district of Hallfaxf lying parallel to the docks and extending back
almost a mile from the water front,
tin three sides of the citadel the residence section slopes away to the water, which almost surrounds the promontory.
Huligonians always took the greatest pride In their public buildings. In
the point of age. Old Martello Tower,
built during the earliest days of the
city's history, is second only to St
Paul's church. It was used ns an outpost when settlers were unable to
leave the fortifications of the colony
without taking chances of being scalped by the Indians.
Other Noted Buildings.
The Provincial Building, the Government House, the City Hall, the Dominion Building and the new Customs
House were among the edifices of
which the natives of Halifax boasted.
y

lay-o-

It was first used as a base of
supplies by the French admiral. Puke
when be attempted
d'Anvllle. in
to recapture Louisbtirg. taken from
the French by n band of New F.uglnnd
colonists.
The real story of Halifax, however,
begins In 174!), when It was settled by
Lord Edward Cornwallls nnd 2..176
The city
Kngllsh
was named In honor of the earl of
Halifax. Cornwallis laid out the town
in the somewhat rigid style that marks
it today.
bay.

,

Halifax Was a Settlement Before the
Dominance of the White Men
in America.
Long before the coming of the white
man the site of Halifax hod been occupied by an Indian settlement. The
pot was called Chehucto ("greatest
of havens") by the Indians because
they recognized the almost Impregnable position of the harbor and inner
the War, Too.
"John, the house next door is on
fire."
"That so? Well let's all lie In bed
and take It easy. Perhaps It won't
amount to much."
As He View

soldier-colonist-

CITY ON PROMONTORY
JUTTING INTO ATLANTIC.

Unrivaled Harbor Facilities Made
Halifax a Point of Great Naval
Importance to Britain.

Halifax Is on a triange'ir promonNew Idea for Autos.
Instead of using springs an Inven- tory which juts out into he Atlantic
tor proposes to mount automobiles on ocean In the exact middle of the Nova
'

frames, supported on the Scotia peninsula.
DiTo the north Is the harbor.
axles, which pass between rollers or
cogs to retard their .motion and lessen rectly across from the center of the
city, which faces upon the harbor, the
becks.
wedge-shape-d

Acad
y of Music. V. M. C. A. Building. Odd Fellows' Temple anil the three
hotels.
Prince
Halifax,
principal
George and Queen's.
Among the famous edilices of the
city is the St. Paul's F.piscopnl Church,
said to lie the oldest Protestant church
It was conhull! in North America.
structed In Boston In IToO. a year after
the town was founded, and curried In
scl
tiers to Halifax, where the parts
were put together. The story Is told
Unit when Cornwallls wrote the Furl
of Halifax he wanted to build a church
the earl replied by sending to Canada
the architect who built St. Peter's in
London.

The architect patterned the desired
church exactly after SI. Peter's. When
parts arrived the colonists often had
to lay down their Implements nnd take
to their guns to drive off the Indians,
who made frequent attacks upon the
workers.
St. Matthew's Presbyterian Church,
which was built during the late years
of the eighteenth century, was destroyed by fire In 18.17, only to be rebuilt.
Cathedral Also Noted.
One of the 'most beautiful buildings
in the city Is the St. Mary's Catholic
Cathedral. With a tall white splrs
extending upward, It Is visible for

miles.

Bellglon of all denominations seems
to thrive In Nova Scotia, for In a recent census of religions only Ml persons were listed as belonging to no
sect. At present thpre are 129,0(10 Itoman Catholics, 100,000 Presbyterians,
X'i.OOO Baptists, 60,000 Anglicans, .17,000
Methodists and a few thousand spread
through the Airventlsts, Disciples and
Jews. Of the latter there were 437.
Eighty years ago, when the province
was small and practically uninhabited,
were the largest
the Presbyterians
body, although there was a flourishing
colony of Uomnn Catholics at Cape
Breton. The Baptists then were an Inconsiderable body of poor peasants
with badly educated teachers nnd
preachers. Today the Baptists stand
third In the list of denominations.
One of World's Best Harbors.
"Halifax has one of the finest harbors in the world nnd is the chief
Canadian gateway for exports. It is
the capital of Nova Scotia, with a
population of 00,000. The city is three
miles long and a mile wide; Is built
on the eastern slope of a small penln-suln- .
"It is a garrison city and has eleven
forts and batteries, Including the Citadel, once one of the strongest fortifications in America.
"The harbor Is open all year. Its
Inner haven Is Bedford Basin. 20 miles
In circumference, In which the collision and explosion occurred. I have
seen as many as 140 ocean vessels In
the bnsln at once.
"Vast new wharves and railway terminals are being constructed by the
government lit a cost of $30,000,000,
but these are near the tip of the peninsula at the south, and evidently were
not harmed,
"Halifax Is 010 miles nearer Liverpool than Is New York for
liners. It Is 000 miles from New
trans-Atlanti- c

Vork.

Founded By Cornwallis in 1749.
"Colonel
Edward Cornwallls left
Britain in 1749 and founded the city.
The French armada gathered there in
17,"i7 bent on demolishing Louisbtirg,
only to meet disaster through storm
and plague. Howe went to Halifax
with bis men nfter they were defeated

at Boston. Great numbers of royalists
from New York found refuge there In
the revolution. Halifax was the chief
British base of supplies,
"One hundred and six warships made
hnrbor there In 1812. The expedition
that burnt Washington started from
Halifax. And it was there the Shan
non sailed with her prize, the Chesa'
pcake."
Trimmed Up.
Customer What, you
want 4I
cents for a haircut like this? It's a
skin game.
Barber Well, you said that you Just
wanted a trimming.

KORNILOPF,

BY MILLIONS, TO
WAGE WAR IN DON.

BACKED

'

MARCH 7, 1913 British freighter Alum Chine. In Baltimore

Forty killed; 300 Injured;
$4tH.oio damage.
JULY 30, 1918 Black Tom
New Jersey; trains loaded Willi explosives; seven killed. .flO.OOO.IKMl damage.
JANUARY 13, 1917 Munitions

AND

KALEDINES

CAPTURE BY BRITISH MARKS END
OF 1,200 YEARS ,0F MOHAMMEDAN RULE.

killed,

NEWS GIVEN OUT BY LAW

ITALIANS HALT ENEMY

COL-

AND
HEAVILY
TEUTONS LOSE
FAIL TO EFFECT PASSAGE
THROUGH BRENTA VALLEY.

FALL OF HOLY CITY MARKS

LAPSE OF TURK EFFORT ON
THE SUEZ CANAL.

Western Newspaper t'nlon Newa Bervlce.
London, Dec. 11. The counter

London, Dec. 11. Andrew Bonar
Law, chancellor of the exchequer, announced in the House of Commons today that Jerusalem, after being surrounded by British troops, bad surrendered.
The capture of Jerusalem by the
British forces marks the end, with
two brief interludes, of more than
years' possession of the seat of
Christian religion by the MohammeNew photograph of Premier Venlze-lo- s dans. For C73 years the holy city has
of Greece, who says that In the been in undisputed ownership of the
spring he will visit the United States Turks, the last Christian ruler of Jerusalem being the German Emperor,
domlFrederick II., whose short-livePASS WAR RESOLUTION nation lasted from 1229 to 1244.
Apart from its connection with the
campaign being waged against Turkey
AGAINST
CONFLICT
U. S. ENTERS
by the British in Mesopotamia, the
fall of Jerusalem was the definite col
efforts of
lapse of the
the Turks to capture the Suez canal
Measure Passed by Both Houses of and invade Egypt. Almost the first
Congress, With Single Dissenting
move made by Turkey after her en
Vote, Signed by President.
trance into the war was a campaign
against Egypt across the great desert
of the Sinai peninsula.
W'elfrn New spupT t'nlon NewaSenlre.
In December, 1915, definite informa
Washington, Dec. 8. Congress by a tion showed that the Turks had been
virtually unanimous vote declared war driven back as far as El Arlsh, about
on
and President eighty-fivmiles east of the canal. In
Wilson signed the declaration.
The
191G, the British stormed
declaration of hostilities on the chief December,
El Arish and a few days later severely
in
of
was
the
occasion
ally
Germany
defeated the Turks at Maghdabah
Congress of an impressive demonstra- Two weeks later the invaders had
of
and
of
tion
the unity
patri- been driven out of
purpose
Egypt and the
otic devotion to the common cause British forces crossed the
border Into
nathat now prevails throughout the
Palestine.
tion. Only one vote was cast, one voice
On March 7th last, the British cap
ruised, in Congress against the war tured El Khulil, fifteen mileB south of
resolution--th- e
vote of a Socialist. In Jerusalem.
El Khulil is the modern
favor of the resolution in the House name of ancient Hebron.
litis votes were cast and announceEarly in November they took
ments were made recording practicalforty miles south of Jerusalem.
ly all absentees for the war declaraNov. 7 the city of Gaza was in
tion. In the Senate the resolution was By
their hands and the British were pur
passed by a vote of 74 to 0. The reso- suing the Turks northward after hav
lution follows:
ing inflicted casualties estimated as
Whereas, The imperial and royal in excess of 10,000.
has
Austro - Hungarian
government
Gen. Allenby, the British command
war
of
committed repeated acts
meanwhile kept his forces near the
er,
against the government and the people coast in rapid motion and pushed on
of the United States of America,
to Jaffa, the port of Jerusalem, In mid- therefore, be it
November.
Resolved, By the Senate and House
Bv Nov. 22 the British had pushed
of Representatives
of the United
within five miles of Jerusalem on the
States of America, in Congress assemnorthwest, and on Dec, 7 Gen. Allenby
bled, that a stale of war is hereby de- 'announced that he had definite pos
clared to exist between the United session of Hebron. Jerusalem was
States of America and the Imperial
virtually cut off on all sides but the
and rofal
govern- east.
ment; und that the President be, and
In sentimental and romantic aspect
he Is lereby, authorized and directed
the capture of Jerusalem far .exceeds
to employ the entire naval and military
fall of
even
Bagdad.
forces of the United States and the re. :The the
modern city of Jerusalem con
sources of the government to carry on
and is
war against the imperial and royal tains aboutof00,000 inhabitants,
filth and fe- the home
pestilence,
to
government; and
but in historic interest it natu-- i
bring the conflict to a successful ter- jvers,
surpasses, to the Christian
rally
counmination all the resources of the
world, all other places in the world.
try are hereby pledged by the Con- Since the
days when Joshua wrested
gress of the United States.
it from the bands of the Jebusites to
make It the capital of the Jewish race,
Giant Cake for 2,400 Sammies.
Jerusalem has been tne prized prey of
New Vork. A Christmas fruit cake half the races of the world. It has
four feet In diameter, one foot high passed
successively into the hands of
and weighing 3G0 pounds was complet the
Assyrians, Babylonians, Greeks,
ed in the kitchen of a hotel here and
Romans, Persians, Arabs, Turks, the
will be sent to France as part of the
crowds of the Crusaders, finmotley
dessert for the Christmas dinner to be
to fall before the descendants of
ally
served by the Y. M. C. A. to AmericaM that Richard the
who
soldiers and sailors in and about Paris. strove in vain for its
more
possession
It is surmounted with a gilded Statue than 700 years ago.
of Liberty which holds 100 tricolored
ribbons attached to tricolored silk
Propose Six Months' Armistice.
candy bags. The cake is the gift of a
Petrograd. The Russian delegation
wealthy guest of the hotel. It Is big from the front which took part in the
armistice negotiations has reported to
enough to serve 2,400 men.
the central executive committee and
the Soldiers' and Workmen's Council.
Large Surplus In P. O. Department.
Washington. The annual report of The Russians proposed, according to
the postmaster general for the fiscal a member of the delegation, that the
year ended June 30, 1917, announces duration of the armistice be six
an audited surplus for the year of $9,- months, with three days' notice of the
the largest in the history resumption of hostilities; the armis8,16,211.90,
of the postal service. This is the tice to embrace all fronts In all counfourth surplus produced in the past tries; no troops to be transferred;
five years and added to surpluses of Moon sound and Moon island to be
$3,800,000 for 1913, $3,500,000 for 1914 evacuated by the Germans.
and $5,200,000 for 1916, makes a total To
Open Southwest Lands for Entry.
of $22,336,211.90.
to the
Washington. Restoration
public domain from the Monzano naCaptain and All Hands Drowned.
tional forest of 96,500 acres of land
Atlantic City, N. J. Swamped by In Central and Western New Mexico
mountainous seas, driven by one of and 27,700 acres in Northwestern Arithe worst northeast gales this section zona was announced by Secretary
of the coast has experienced in many Lane. The lands, generally of grazyears, the tug Eugene F. Morgan ing character, will be subject to homefoundered three miles oft the upper stead entry at and after 9 a. m., Feb.
beach Dec. 8 and sank with all hands 11 next and to settlement and other
on board. The captain and ten men forms of disposition on and after Feb.
18.
were lost.
AUSTRIA-HUNGAR-

Austria-Hungar-

Beer-sheba-

Austro-Hungaria-

Austro-Hunguria-

?l ...

re-

volt against the Bolsheviki is gaining
momentum in southeastern Russia.
In the Orenburg province, Gen. Dutoff,
who is leading the Don Cossacks, has
overthrown the Bolsheviki. He is proceeding north with the object of capturing Cheliabinsk, the junction point
railroad and
of the
cutting off supplies to European Russia,
invasion has
The
been halted by the Italians, and war
students say the operation ranks in
importance next to the victory of the
allies on the Marne.
The Germans have failed to follow
up their success of last week against
Gen. Byng's forces around Cambral,
and there is nothing of importance
reported from the French front.
The recent revolt in Portugal will
have no effect on that country's part
in the war, it has been stated officially.
Premier Alhucemas made official
announcement at Madrid that the
Spanish steamship Claudio bad been
bombarded by a German submarine,
eight sailors being killed and others
wounded.
Trans-Siberia-

n

Austro-Germa-

Nursing Sitter R. C. MacAdams, M.
P., the first woman representative to
be elected under the new Canadian
Sister MacAdams has
regulations.
been chosen to represent the overseas
soldiers from Alberta In their legislative assembly.
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Warship,

Secretary
and
Others Rescued.

Brother-in-Law-

,

Woitern Newspaper I'nton Newa Servlea.
Washington, Dec. 10. Lieutenant

Commander David Worth Bagiey and
Lieut, Norman Scott were among the
survivors rescued after the sinking of
the American destroyer Jacob Jones
by a German submarine in the war
zone Dec. 6. The Navy Department
was so' advised by Vice Admiral Sims.
These two officers, two warrant officers and two enlisted men were named
in the admiral's dispatch as survivors
in addition to the thirty-seveprevi
ously reported saved. It is now es
tablished that the five line officers on
the destroyer were rescued. Gunner
men
Harry R. Hood and
are missing.
The other four survivors reported
besides Commander Bagiey and Lieutenant Scott were: Chief Boatswain's
Mate Clarence McBride, Syracuse, N.
Y.; Coxswain Ben Nunnery, Edge- moor, S. C; Chief Electrician Lawrence G. Kelly, address not given;
Fireman Joseph Korzeniecky, Suvive,
Russia.
Vice Admiral Sims, up to a late
hour Saturday, had been able to supply only meagre details In reply to
urgent messages from Secretary Dan
Lieut, Com
iels, whose brother-in-law- ,
mander David W. Bagiey, commanded
the lost vessel.
Admiral Sims' report said that Com
mander Bagiey and the five other men
saved with him got away in a motor-boa- t
and were picked up and landed
uninjured at the Scllly Islands.
men
Three officers and thirty-fou- r
were picked up by other vessels from
life rafts to which they clung. The
names of only ten of these had been
transmitted to Washington.
The Jacob Jones, one of the largest
aud newest American submarine chas
ers of her type operating in the Atlan
tic, was the first American warship to
fall a victim to a Oerman submarine
but was the second American destroyer to be lost in foreign waters. The
Chauncey sank with her commander.
Lieut. Com. Walter E. Reno, two other
officers and eighteen enlisted men,
after being cut in two by the trans- port Rose on the morning of Nov. 20.
n

sixty-thre-

e

London, Dec. 10. Cossack forces
have revolted under the leadership of
Gens. Kornlloff and Kaledines and an
effort is being made to drive the Bolsheviki out of power in Russia. The
movement is backed by the Imperialists and constitutional democrats and
vast amounts of money have been
pledged for the fight.
Gen. Diaz's troops have succeeded in
checking the Teuton advance on the
Asiago plateau and are preparing for a
counter thrust, according to Rome ad- vices. The late reports from (Iim Ital
ian caplal are optimistic over the outlook, and declare the Invaders have
been halted all along the line.
There was little news reported from
the Cambral or Verdun districts Sunday. At Cambral the artillery duels
are continuing, and the British are
spending the time Improving their
lines.
A telegram from Oporto says that
the revolution in Portugal has ended
with the success of the revolutionists
and that the government has resigned.
A persistent rumor at Buenos Aires
said President Irigoyen had notified
Germany that a submarine attack on
Brazilian ports would be the cause of
Argentina breaking relations wKh Germany.
NINE DEAD IN BLIZZARDS.
Denver Trains Delayed, Causing Mall
and Traffic Congestion.
Denver, Dec, 11. With snowstorms
general all over the country, while
blizzards throughout the West ailed
drifts high on the rails, trains on all
lines running into Denver from all directions were reported as arriving
from two to six hours late Sunday and
Monday and postoffice officials, reported serious mail and traffic congestion.
Heavy losses among the herds on
the open ranges and among live stock
in transit are feared.
Chicago.
10 In

thirty-fiv- e

Two dead;

coldest

Dec,

years; temperature

4

below; further drop expected.
Youngstown, O. Four dead; three
probably fatally frozen; temperature
10 below; famine In fuel as bliszard
Too Late to Send Christmas Gifts.
rages.
Washington. The adjutant general
Cleveland. Three dead; city snowof the army Monday requested rela bound and without fuel; temperature
tives and friends of soldiers In foreign 5 below.
service to discontinue the sending of
Ames, la. Temperature 13 below;
Christmas packages to them. Not heating apparatus causes $75,000 fire.
withstanding the notice' that delivery
New
York. Blizzards delay ail
of presents could not be undertaken trains.
after Dec. 5, his statement said, pack
Cumberland, Md. Temperature 14
ages continue to be delivered at the below; natural gas supply fails.
the
about
rate of
embarkation pier at
Chile Decrees Neutrality.
5,000 a day, and it is impossible to
transport them for delivery before
Santiago, Chile. The government
Christmas.
issued a decree of neutrality in the
war between the United States and
Packers Protesting Meatless Day.
Washington. Protests by Chicago
packers against a meatless day will
Mohler Heads Animal Bureau.
not deter the food administration's
John R. Mohler wai
Washington.
of
conservation
plans for further
meat. Directions are about to be is appointed as chief of the Bureau ol
sued to householders urging still Animal Industry, succeeding the late
A. D. Melvin.
closer savings.
Austria-Hungar-

Case Against Ferguson Dismissed.
Clark Identifies Ferguson as Assailant Germans Seized in Halifax Roundup.
Dr. A. D. Melvin Dies.
the
Austin, Tex. Judge James ft. HamDenver.
Answering
description
11.
D.
A.
Dr.
N.
Dec.
Revised
S.,
Melvin,
Halifax,
Washington.
chief of the Bureau of Animal Indus- in every detail and identified by J. W. figures were issued regarding casual- ilton In the Criminal District Court
as dismissed the embezzlement chargs
from the
and the
foremost fig- Clark, as the man who attempted to ties

government's
ure In combatting foot and mouth dis- hold him up Dec. 6, the police arrestease and other diseases of cattle, died ed ft. Ferguson, 27, as the slayer of
at his home here of pulmonary hem- Henry Mogensen, druggist.
Puts Runners on Auto.
orrhage. He was 55 years old.
Predicts Aerial Postal Service.
When the snow is heavy, an Alaska
man puts runners on the front wheels
Few Drunks Arrested in London.
London. The postmaster general
of Ma automobile, heavy chains on the
London. Convictions for drunken- has announced that upon the ending
back ones nnd encloses the engine ness in Greater London last week of the war, aerial postal service will
with a special body and runs the ma- numbered 198, Against 1,301 in 1914, be Instituted between London and the
chine as well as In summer.
997 in 1915 and 566 last year.
capitals of Europe.

explosion
resulting
follows: Known dead, 1,200; unac
counted for, 2,000; dead which have
been Identified, 900; wounded, 8,000;
homeless, 25,000. Wholesale arrests
of German residents of Halifax were
begun by the police. This action was
taken under Instructions from the military authorities. Sixteen Germans
were taken into custody within a
short time.

against former Governor James B,
Ferguson on the motion of District
Attorney John E. Shelton.

Americans Tortured in Mexico.
Nogales, Arts. Five Americans, one
German and three Chinese were tortured and then shot to death by the
Yaqui Indians who raided Esperanta,
70 miles south of Guaymas, Sonora,
according to a report brought here by
an American mining man.

Escape Reported to U. 8.
Che escape of the deWashington.
posed Czar Nicholas from his internment at Tobolsk, Siberia, Is rumored
at Tlflls, and the American consul at
that place has cabled the rumor to
the State Department

Airmen
Britain Raided by Twenty-fiv- e
London. Another air raid, participlanes, hai
pated in by twenty-fiv- e
been carried out over England. Six
machines reached London, and two
were shot down on the way. Seves
persons were killed and twenty-on- i
injured.

channel narrows suddenly and farther
In widens to form Bedford bay. Until recently this bay was practically
unused.
Because the harbor furnished better protection from submarines and
warship attack than the outer harbor, Bedford bay with its new railroad
terminals was taken over by the Canadian government for munition loading. Rockingham, within three years,
became the home of thousands of laborers, who. In many cases, lived la
hastily constructed homes.

try

Soldiers Die In Camp Hospital.
Fort Worth, Tex. Eighteen deaths
were reported from the base hospital
at Camp Bowie. Most of them were
caused by pneumonia. Fifteen cases
of meningitis are reported but no
deaths have occurred from this disease In several days.

Ecuador Breaks With Germany.
Womaa Is Conductor.
New York. The first woman conGuayaquil, Ecuador. Ecuador has
ductor for New York's surface cars severed diplomatic relations with
made, her first ran on a Broadway-aii- Germany, according to an official an
nouncement
tmuu car.
h

Cotton Ginning Report
Washington. Cotton of this year's
growth ginned prior to Dec. 1 amount
ed to 9,704,617 running bales, including 173,339 round and 77,638 bales) ot
Sea Island.

Seventy Mexican BandiU Killed.
8lr Mackenzie Bowell Dies.
Brownsville, Tex. Official; advices
to the Mexican consulate here state
Belleville, Ont Sir Mackenzie
that seventy Mexican bandits were
premier of Canada from 189 ta
killed In battle at Aguleguaas, Neuve 1896, died here after a week's Ilia eel
He was 14 years old.
Leon.

l,

essary to ma existence. One has no
right to demand of him anything superhuman." "The great good In war Is
that It should be ended qulck'y. In
view of this, every means, except those
which are positively condemnable.
must be permitted. I cannot, In any
way, agree with the declaration of St.
Petersburg when it pretends that 'the
weakening of the military forces of the
enemy' constitutes the only legitimate
method of procedure in war. No One
must attack ull the resources of the
enemy government, his finances, his
railroads, his stock of provisions and
even his prestige. . . ,"
Many other examples might be cited
from the writings of German generals.
The very best Illustration of this attitude, however, Is to be found in the
emperor's various speeches, and especially in his speech to his soldiers on
the eve of their departure for China In
1900. On July 27 the kulser went to
Bremerhaven to hid farewell to the
German troops. As they were drawn
up, ready to embark for China, he addressed to them a last official message
from the fatherland. The local newspaper reported his speech In full. In
It appeared this advice and admonition
from the emperor, the commander In
chief of the army, the head of all
'

recognition In some provisions of the
Geneva convention and the Crussel
and Hague conferences."
"By steeping himself in military his
tory an officer will be able to guard
himself against excessive humanltarl
OF BARBARITIES
an notions ; It will teach him that cur
tain severities are indispensable to
war, nay more, that the only true hu
III WAR CONDUCT
manity very often lies In a ruthless
application of them."
For the guidance of the officers in
case the Inhabitants of conquered ter
Atrocious Treatment of the Help
ritory should take up arms against the
German army, the "German War
less Part of Campaign Plans
Book" quotes with approval the letter
of Military Leaders.
Napoleon sent to his brother Joseph
when the Inhabitants of Italy were at
tempting to revolt against lilm :
"The security of your dominion de
POLICY
OF FRIGHTFULNESS
pends ou how you behave in the con
quered province. Burn down a dozen
plnces which are not willing to sub
Terrorism Declared a Necessary Prln
in It themselves. Of course, not until
cipie in National Warfare Bru
you hnve first looted them; my sol
Ulitle. May Be Slid to Be Didlers must not be allowed to go away
rectly Attributable to the
with their hands empty. Have three
tn six persons hanged in every village
Emperor Himielf.
which has Joined the revolt; puy no
A pamphlet Juit ieeued by the Com.
respect to the cossack" (that Is, to
they have existed, so that the Germans may
mittee on Public Information telle of
members of the clergy).
no longer be responsible for their starving
m Horrors deliberately and systemat
Officers Trained to Be Savages.
to death.
Some of the rules laid down in the
cany innicted upon the people of Bel
The Red Cross would not be true to Itself
urn by the German
"German
War
Book"
Illustrated
are
under
eoldiera,
or to the people who have founded It and
the ordere of their commanding effl- soldiers Told to Be Merciless.
and their splrlf made more definite in
are supporting it, If It did not do everything
As soon as you come to blows with
quotations given are from docu"L'luterprete Mllitnlre zum Gebralich
it could to comfort and help these sorely-trie- d
ment, already made public or in the the enemy he will be beaten. No
Im Felndeslund" ("Military Interpreter
ones. The relief of human suffering
mercy
poeeeaeion of the government at Wash
will be shown! No prisoners will be for Use In the Knem.v's Country")
Is Its sole object, and It has never withheld
CllSOIt la tic M Cmii
CHUilS
In
a
,iim
is
Berlin
This
edited
at
ngton.
manual
taken! As the Huns, under King
Its hand when there was anguish to bo
For miiny years leader In everv civ
made n name for themselves. 1008. "It contains." says the intro
T WIM, take not fewer than 15,000,-00- 0
soothed. But In this case there Is another object to
lllzed nation have been trying to mnke which Is still
of
the
translation
"the
French
in traditions and duction,
be attained call it selfish if you will. In backing
members of the American Bed
warfare less brutal. The Brent land- - legends today,mighty
greater part of documents, letters, and
may the mime of
to take care of the sick aud.
Cross
France, and making her people stronger to enup
mnrKs in this movement nre the Geof
orders
some
and
be so fixed In China by your deeds, proclamations,
the Red Cross Is saving the lives of Ameriwounded
look
their
dure,
ufter
soldiers,
neva and Hague, conventions. The for
use
which
It
to
he
make
may
tlmt no Chinese shall ever again dure
necessary
This was admirably expressed in the
soldiers.
can
and
the
relieve
mi-- r
families,
sufferings
made rules as to the care of the even to look at a
in
lime of war." Thus, eight yeurs
German askance.
of the women nnd children and old
great Chicago Hod Cross conference by Henry P.
mek and wounded and established the Open the way for Kultur once for all." before this war begun, the Geniiiin
men of
lands. Fifteen
Davison, chairman of the Red Cross war council.
lied Cross. At the first meeting nt GeEven the Imperial councilors seem to military authorities were not only pre
"You may ask how ull this work among the
million
means
members!
That
neva, In 1SG4, It wns agreed, and until have been shocked at the
ll
war
olhVers
to wage
paring their
French people Is of any help to our boys how It
new members, and the Bed
the present war It has been taken for speech, and efforts were emperor's a milliner wholly contrary to The
promptly
Is saving their lives," said Mr. Duvlson. "I'll tell
Cross has set out to get them before
minted, that the wounded, and the doc- made to suppress the circulation of his Hague regulations, but also were look
We ask General Pershing what he wants,
the
on Christmas day.
sun
sets
you:
tors and nurses who cared for them, exact words. The efforts were
ing forward to the use of these proc
and he says, 'I don't want anything, for our boys,
'iliey are to be known ns Christmas members.
would be safe from all attacks by the partly successful. A few weeks only lamations In French or Belgian terrl
Inter,
these 10,000,000 new ones, nnd It is In the Christbut for God's sake buck up the French. Give them
The Hague
enemy.
conventions. when the letters from the German sol tory. Among Its forms, ready for use mas
that they are to be recruited the spirit
courage. Hearten them. They have beeu fighting
drawn up In 1899 and 1907. made addl
diers In China were being published by Inserting names, date, and places, of spirit
for three years, and if you want to do anything
unselfishness, of caring for the afflicted, of
tional rules to soften the usages of war in local German
papers, the leading lire the following:
for me and our boys, make the people understand
alleviating suffering.
arid especially to protect noncombat socialist newspuper,
In conse
tine
"A
of
murks
600,000
ex
Vorwaerts,
While It is srettlnir these new members, the
that we are here, and are going to take our places
ants and conquered lands. Germany cerpted from them reports
quence of mi attempt made by
of atrocl
In the line as soon as we can get ready.' "
took a prominent part In these meet ties under the title "Letters of the to assassinate a German soldier, Is 1m- - 5,000,000 who now weur the Red Cross emblem
are giving all the Christmas cheer they can to the
Then Mr. Davison went on to show the strain
lugs, and with the other nations solHuns." Shiny of the leaders in the posefi on the town of O. By order boyi In khaki.
under which the French have lived, for more than
They need It. Tens of thousands
.
emnly pledged her faith to keep all the relchstag felt very keenly the brutality of
of
three years, with the German terror holding much
and it may be hundreds of thousands, are
rules except one article In the Hague of the emperor s speech. The ohnox
"Efforts have been made, without nowthem,
of their land and hammering night and day at
In France with Pershing, facing the terrible
This was article 44, Ions word "Huns" hud excited almost result, to obtain the withdrawal of the
regulations.
Germans across the desolate waste of No Mao's
their lines to break through and take Purls.
which forbade the conqueror to force universal condemnation.
When the fine.
"And If that French line should break," he said,
Land. Millions more are to go after them, nnd
any of the conquered to give Informafixed
term
for
"The
payment
expires
in
relchstag met,
November, the speech
other and still other millions until the foe which
"you know what that means. There's nobody but
tion. All the other rules and regulawas openly discussed. Herr I.lelier of tomorrow, .Saturday, December 17, at claims the world for
those boys of Pershing's to stop the Germans,
Germany is willing to go
tions she accepted In the most binding the center (Cuthnllc
home nnd behave as a civilized nation. '
and, ready or not, they'll have to fill the gap. If
party), after quot noon
manner.
or
silver
"Bank
notes,
cash,
plate
the "no mercy" portion of the
we can help the French line to hold, we save our
They will have n cheery Christmas this year.
But Germany's military leaders had Ing
"There are, alas, In Ger will be accepted."
own boys until they are all ready to take their
Every man In France will have a little packet
no Intention of keeping these solemn speech, added,
many groups enough who have regard
from "home," with the love and good wishes of the
part."
promises.
They had been trained ed the atrocities told In the letters
"I have to acknowledge receipt of American
Mr. Davison pictured the weary French soldier
and that means a lot to the
people
along different lines. Their leading which have been
rest. He
published as the dull your letter duted the 7th of this month. oung fellow who perhaps never before spent
coming out of the trenches for a
generals for many years had been urg fill response of soldiers
to
the
In
notice
which
my
you bring
Is tired half to death, covered with dirt and vermin,
so addressed
nrlstmas away from his home folks. It will put
In the and
to
which
ing a policy of frlghtfulness.
you expect
The leader of the great difficulty
his clothing worn. Does he go home? He has no
!"
snirlt into him for the task ahead.
middle of the nineteenth century Von socialencouraged."
democrats, Herr Behel, spoke meet in levying the contributions.
home, perhaps. Ills wife and children were swept
The men on this side, waiting tn the training
Clausewltz was looked upon as the even more
.
.
I can but regret the expluna
,
away before the German tide. His home Is gone.
pointedly. Toward I he end
camps for their turn to go across, will also have
greatest military authority, and the of u
r
He says, "I can live In hell in the trenches, but I
address on the atrocities tlous which you have thought proper as merry n Christmas ns the Red Cross can pro
methods which he advocated were used committed
don't see why my family should bo In hell too."
by the German soldiers In to give me on this subject; the order vide. Christmas trees, with gifts of some kind,
by the Prussian army In Its successful China and on the
emanates from my
But now the American Red Cross Is In France.
speech of the em In question which
bearing a world of cheer and hope from the great
by the Prussian army In Its successful peror, he said :
government Is so clear and precise, heart of the American
It meets the soldier when he comes from the
will
every
greet
people,
cause these wars had been successful
reto be the bearer and the instructions which I have
trenches, takes him to a house prepared with your
man in uniform, wherever he may be.
the wisdom of Von Clausewltz' meth of "If Germany wishes
civilization to the world, we will ceived in the mutter are so categori
money, and he Is made comfortable. He Is given
This Christmas will be a merry one for the
ods seemed to the Prussian array to be
a bath, his clothing Is cleaned and sterilized, his
follow without contradiction. But the cal that if the sum due by the town whole of the army and navy. The boys have
fully proved.
Is not paid the town will be not been
hair cut, his whiskers trimmed, und he sleeps for
and means in which this world of It
ways
from
hud
hnve
away
home,
long
they
of
Policy
Frlghtfulness.
burned down without pity!"
an hour maybe ten hours.
almost none of the hardships of war, and they
Now, the essence of Von Clausewltz' policy has been carried on thus fur, in
Then he Is tuken to his family, If the Red Cross
It has been defined by the em
which
come
to
the
feast
with
hearts.
light
was
Ordered.
war
Destruction
In
that successful
Ruthless
teachings
has been able to find his family. He finds his
are not, lu our opinion,
War has taken almost no toll from them thus
volves the ruthless application of force. peror
"On account of the destruction of
wife nnd bubes, or his old mother, in a house or a
far. Belgium and France, Serbia nnd Itoumanla,
In the opening chapter of his master the way to preserve the world position the bridge of F
, I order : The disof some kind supplied and furnished by
shelter
of
to
for
nnd
Great
Britain
the
her
gain
Russia
and
Germany,
colonies,
Germany
Ituly,
"Vom
contribution
a
work,
trict shall pay
special
Krlege" ("On War"), he
Red Cross.
the
of the world."
hnve
borne
the
our
of
respect
and
brunt
frlghtfulness
of
amends.
of 10,000,000 francs by way
says:
When the days of his leave are up, that soldier
The consequences of the emperor's This Is
have been spared. So It will be a merry
"Violence arms Itself with the Inven
brought to the notice of the hoys
Bebel
goes back to the trenches a new man. He knows
described
speech
aptly
tlons of art and science. . . .
who are Informed that the Christmas for them.
public,
now that America, with her millions and millions
Next year It will be different. The pinch of
"By It the signal was given, garbed method of assessment of the said sum
restrictions, almost Impercep
of fighting men, and her billions and billions of
tible and hardly worth mentioning, in the highest authority of the German will be enforced with the utmost se privation will be felt In the land voluntary, to a
money, and the tender care of her Red Cross, ore
will be great extent, but It will be felt. There will be less
termed usages of International law. empire, which must have most weighty verity. The village of F
behind him. And he goes bnck Into the war with a
not only for the troops
Are, with to ent and less to wear, and millions to be fed
accompany It without essentially Im consequences,
by
Immediately
destroyed
new determination, and says, "so long ns I live, I
who went to China but also for those
the exception of certain buildings oc and clothed who no longer produce, and nil the
pairing its power. . . , Now, phllan who
will fight."
nation will save all It can to give to those who
stayed at home. An expedition cupied for the use of the troops."
thropic souls might easily Imagine that
And so long ns he holds that line, he Is taking
there is a skillful method of disarm- of revenge so barbarous as this has
These forms have been of great use are fighting, nnd to those defenseless ones on the
the place of some American boy who Is not yet
never occurred in the last hundred to the German commanders in
other side who have nothing.
ing or subduing an enemy without
And there will be gups In the rnnks, nnd there
trained to take the trenches. That line must be
and northern France. The closecausing too much bloodshed, and that years and not often in history; at
111 be full
made to hold for months yet, for General Pershing
hospitals. There Is where the Red
this is the true tendency of the art of least, nothing worse than this has hap ness with which they have been folhas said that if he can help It, his boys shall not
war. However plausible this may ap pened In history, either done by the lowed In these conquered lands, dur- Cross comes In wherever there Is disaster. The
go Into the hard fighting before Februnry.
by Genghis ing the present war, may be seen by hospital buildings, the equipment, the surgical suppear, still It Is an error which must be Huns, by the Vandals,
When they do go in, then will come the real
plies, the surgeons and nurses and orderlies, the
destroyed; for In such dangerous Khun, by Tamerlane, or even by Tilly reuding these two proclamations:
test of the American Red Cross then will be the
"The City of Brussels, exclusive of mbulances and the drivers and the stretcher
things as war, the errors which pro when he sacked Magdeburg."
Atrocities In China.
days of harvest, of which today Is the day of sowceed from a spirit of
its suburbs, has been punished by an shoulders of (he Red Cross. It will curry It, beThese atrocities in'Chlna or "Letters additional fine of 5,000,000 francs on cause It has the hacking of the American people;
ness are precisely the worst.. As the
ing. For when the wounded begin to stream from
the evacuation hospitals back to the bases, the
use of physical force to the utmost ex of the Huns" continued to be published account of the attack made upon a nd lu the meantime It must carry the load of
warehouses of blindages nnd pads and gauze and
tent by no means excludes the co In the Vorwaerts for several years and German soldier by Uyckere, one of Its the nations which hnve already suffered more
than three years of frlghtfulness.
splints and hospital garments nnd surgical supoperation of the Intelligence, It follows appeared Intermittently In the debates police officials.
Here are some of the things the American Red
plies will melt away like mist before the sun. And
that he who uses force ruthlessly, with of the relchstag as late as 1906. At
"The Governor of Knisesls,
Is
now
In
Cross
in thut day. If the Red Cross hnve not a memberright
doing
out regard to bloodshed, must obtain that time the socialist, Herr Kunert,
France; where It has
"BAKON VON IX'ETTWITZ.
spent $10,000,000. These extracts were taken from
a superiority, If his enemy does not reviewing the procedure in a trial of
ship of something nenr the desired 15,000,000,
November 1, 1914.
which he had been the vicMm In the
trained to make und ship nil these supplies In n
so use It."
Placard posted on the walls of Lune- - a report by the Purls headquarters to Henry P.
,
Duvlson, chairman of the Red Cross war council,
Tn
In the course of a series previous summer, stated that he had ville by order of the German authori
stream, the Amerlcun soldier
great,
:
which raised a fund of $100,000,000 for its work
wilt be ashamed of the land for which he Is fightof articles upon "Military Necessity offered to prove "that German soldiers ties :
"We have Just given $1,000,000 for needy sick
and Humanity," General von Hartmann in China had engaged in wanton and
ing, nnd miiny will lose limb or life which could
"Notice to the People:
hnve been saved.
wrote, in the same spirit as Von Clau brutal ravaging; that plunder, pillage,
"Some of the Inhabitants of Lune- nnd wounded French soldiers and their families,
"Our hospital distributing service sends supplies
extortion, robbery, as well as rnpe and vllle made an uttuck from amhuscude
These are not the opinions of a novice they
sewltz :
nre the convictions of men who are now at the
"The enemy state must not he spared sexual abuses of the worst kind, had on the German columns and wagons to 8,423 French military hospitals, and Is laying
the want and wretchedness of war; occurred on a very large scale and that (trains). The same day (some of the) Id a large stock for future needs.
front in France and Belgium, and who see, every
"Our surgical dressings service supplies 2,000
these are particularly useful In shat- German soldiers had participated in Inhabitants shot at sanitary forma
day, the horrors of war which It Is the work of
been given an op
French hospitals, and Is prepnrlng Immense supthe Red Cross to mitigate. It Is only a few weeks
tering Its energy and subduing Its will." them." Heto had nothis
tions marked with the Bed Cross. In
prove
allegations, but addition German wounded and the mil plies for our own armies,
since Muj. Grayson M. P. Murphy, nn officer of
"Individual persons may be harshly portunity
"We nre operating nt the front lne. In
the regular army of wide experience and great
dealt with when an example Is made had been sentenced to prison for three itary ambulance were fired upon.
months for assailing the honor of the
with the French Red Cross, ten canteens,
of them, Intended to serve as a warn
ability, now Red Cross commissioner for France,
of these acts of hostility a
Because
German army."
The
cabled his convictions on this subject. And what
Ing. . . . Whenever a national war "wholeline of 050,000 francs Is imposed upon aud are preparing for 10 more; and at six canof this sentence was made
he said was. In substance, that unless the Red
breaks out, terrorism becomes a necLuneville. The may teens for French soldiers at railway stations we
of
commune
the
Cross Immediately sent a vast supply of nil manessary military principle." "It Is a clear by the revelations, made In the or is ordered to pay this sum in gold nre serving about 30,000 men a day.
"We have opened a children's refuge nnd hosner of hospital supplies, the American army would
gratuitous illusion to suppose that relchstag shortly afterwards, of simior silver up to 50,000 francs, Septemmodern war does not demand far more lar atrocities committed by German ber 6, 1914, at ulue o'clock in the pital at a point where several hundred children
stand in danger of disaster and disgrace. He
used those words "disaster nnd disgrace."
brutality, far more violence, and an officials and soldiers In Africa In the morning, to the representative of the hnve been gathered to keep them from danger of
Few who have not been through a modern miliaction far more general than was for- - campaign against the Hereros.
All pro- gus mill shell Are. At another point we hnve
German
authority.
military
These Ideas, which have come to
tary hospltul can conceive what on enormous
merly the case." "When International
will be considered null and void. established a medical center nnd a traveling distests
war has burst upon us, terrorism be- control the minds of the military No
amount of supplies It requires. French surgeons
pensary to accommodate 1,200 children.
delay will be granted.
comes a principle made necessary by class, are best shown in the "German
scale
are
"We
on
a
report that It often requires an entire box of 7,000
arrangements
making
large
not
does
commune
the
punctual
If
War Book" ("Krlegsbrauch Im Land- to help refugee families through the winter with
military considerations."
gauze
dressings for a single patient. There has
of
the
to
order
shid
the
pay
en"War Established by God."
krlege), published In 1902. The tone ly obey
been such a scarcity of dressings In France thnt
and
for
work
this
the
beds,
shelter,
clothing,
can
that
all
property
In 1SK1 Von Moltke, who had been of this authoritative book may be 650,000 francs,
tire devastated portion of France has been divided
they have been driven to use these dressings over
be levied uyon will be seized.
commander In chief of the Prussian judged from the following extracts:
and over, trying to boll and clean nnd sterilize
Into
a
six
districts
dele
Cross
Red
resident
with
visits from
"In case of
war, deTeachings of German War Book.
them as well as they can, Instead of throwing
army in the
gate In each, warehouses have been established
"But since the tendency of thought house to house will be mnde and all at four points to which are shipped food, clothing,
clared :
them away and putting on fresh ones.
If
searched.
be
will
Inhabitants
eswas
the
dominated
In
Is
last
not
a
dream
and
the
century
"Perpetual peace
household utensils and agricultural
There has, at times, been such a dearth that
has concealed bedding, beds,
knowingly
anyone
even a beautiful dream. War Is an ele- sentially by humanitarian considerawounded soldiers have had their bleeding wounds
Implements.
ment In the order of the world estab- tions which not infrequently degene- money or attempted to hold back his
stanched with old newspapers, with the result that
"We have a large central warehouse in Paris,
lished by God. Py it the most noble rated Into sentimentality and flabby goods from the seizure by the military and distribution warehouses at Important points
they have always been infected, and gangrene and
to
or
If
welch-lichattempts
man
anyone
are
und
emotion
of
authorities,
(Sentlmentalitat
virtues
developed, courage
from the Swiss border to the sea. Two hundred
lockjaw have claimed many a poor fellow who
will
be
shot
he
the
leave
have
there
city,
and renunciation, fidelity to duty and
Gefuhlschwarmerei),
could have been saved.
tons of supplies are arriving In Paris dully, and
"The mayor and the hostages taken 12S tons are shipped to branch warehouses."
the spirit of sacrifice the soldier gives not been wanting attempts to influ
Terrible as It Is to think of, they have at times
his life. Without war, the world would ence the development of the usages of by the military authorities will be held
been driven to operate In France without chloroFrom other authorities word has come that the
exact
execution
in
the
for
materialitself
and
lose
In
a
In
was
which
war
funda
way
responsible
degenerate
form or ether none was to be had.
Germans are driving bock Into France, through
ism." "The soldier who endures suf- mental contradiction with the nature of the above orders.
These, nc doubt, are the things which Major
Switzerland, the ragged, sick, hungry and hometo
ordered
Is
and
who
its
publish
and
war
of
"The
mayor
fatigue,
fering, privation
object. Attempts of
less women and children of the conquered districts
Murphy had in mind when he said that disaster
courts dangers, cannot take only In this kind will also not be wanting In Immediately this notice to the com- If France at the rate of 30,000 a month. Held In
and disgrace awaited America less the supply of
proportion to the resources of the the future, the more so as these agi- mune.
surgical necessities Is hastened.
captivity for more than three years, they are
FASBENDER."
"VON
must
all
He
nec
Is
that
take
have
found
a kind of moral
tations
country.'
Even if the lads who are about to go Into the
now driven forth even from the ruins In which
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And above all things have fervent charity anions your
selves: for charity shall cover the multitude of sins, "
Peter 4:8
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Agonized Europe cries for your aid. Make Christmas
really worth while by answering generously the appeal of the Red Cross Society. Read this stirring
article by Charles Lee Bryson
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ADMIT

BRUTALITY

"White Bosk" Gives Evidence
Atrocities Committed Under
Guise of "Reprisals."

It has been well said that the publication of the "Germs a White Book,"
which admitted and gloried In "reprisals," was "an amazing official blunder."
The neutral world, whose good opinion Germany sought, was not convinced by It that the Belgians had
committed the atrocities with which

the Germans charged them. On the
other hand this "White Book," published by the German government,
will be accepted by everyone as conclusive evidence of the massacre and
other brutal deeds which were carried
out as "reprisals" by 4he order of the
German military authorities tn Belgium.
Indeed, In the light of the admissions of the "German White Book," It
Is not too much to say that the time
has already come which was spoken of
by President Wilson In his dlspstch

"

TV

to President Poincare, September 19,
1914, when he said (speaking for "a
nation which abhors Inhuman practices in the conduct of a war") : "The
time will come when this great conflict Is over and when the truth can be
When that
Impartially determined.
time arrives those responsible for violations of the rules of civilized warfare. If such violations have occurred,
and for false charges against their
adversaries, most of course bear the
burden of the Judgment and condemnation of the world."

MUCH IN LITTLE
enShifts caused by the war have
abled England to develop Its top and
industries.
phonograph needle
In CanThe production of pig iron
months of
six
first
the
during
ada
net tone,
1917 amounted to 586.998
the
tons
562.097
during
with
compared
1916.
corresponding period of
custom among
It Is becoming a of
Borneo to go to
Chinese
mar- the Methodist chapel for their
(wremonlea.

The Germans are using a special
skyrocket, as an antiaircraft measure. Bursting, It Illuminates a wide
area. So Intense Is the glare that
aviators coming within range of the
device are temporarily blinded.
Whale meat has been selling In the
California market at 22 Vi cent a
pound. This seems to be too high a
price for popularity, although It Is
cheaper than beef, when the absence
of waste la considered. The hotels
and restaurants In San Francisco now
have whale meat dally on their means.

fighting line were not our own American boys, the
Red Cross would he bound to do all it could for
them. But they are our own. We do not fully
realize It yet, but we will later on. From every
city, every village, every farming community, from
almost every family in the whole land, one or more
boys w;il help fill the Hues in France and It !
for them, for your friends and mine, for your rela'
tives and mine, thnt the Red Cross Is working.
It Is going to take men nnd women by the million, working ull their spare time, and a good deal
of time which they do not now think they can
spare. Ami It Is going to take hundreds of millions of dollars all we can spare, and maybe all
we huve, whether or not we think we can spnro
It. Belgium Is crushed, Serbia is obliterated, itoumanla Is little more (bun a memory, Russia is Impotent, Italy Is hearing a heavy cross, France is
Immortal In spirit hut growing thin. There nre
left chiefly the British lion nnd the American
eagle, and the
boys who bear
them aloft. If they full, civilization Is dead.
There Is no longer any question thnt civilization
Is fighting for its very life. Germany has set out
to force the whole world to live under the Gem an
Imperialistic plan. President Wilson, In his
Buffalo speech, sutd:
"It Is amazing to ine thut any group of people
should suppose thnt any reforms planned In the Interest of the people cun live In the presence of
Germany strong enough to undermine or overthrow them by Intrigue of force. . . . Any man
who supposes that the free industry and enterprise
of the world can continue If the
plan
Is achieved and German power fastened upon the
world, Is as fatuous as the dreamers of Russia."
There never has been any question that the
American soldier will fight to death, If need be,
when once he begins the Job. It Is the task of
the American Red Cross to so supply and fortify
those boys that just as few of them as possible
may be sacrificed.
That Is what the Red Cross has In mind when
It comes to your house, or your office, or your
kitchen door, or wherever you may he found, and
asks you to be one of the 15,000,000 Red Cross
members to stand back of those boys In khaki.
This is not to be a money campaign. Money Is the
least Important matter of this moment. What is
wanted is members. The Red Cross wants these
15,000,000 men, women and children banded together In chapters, orgunlzed Into committees, and
trained to the minute to do whatever Is needed for
the boys In France and for their families at home,
und for those suffering ones who have lost everything but hare life.
If the call Is for warm clothing, It wants these
15,000,000 trained to make and turn out the kind
of garments needed so that they may go by train-loa- d
and shipload nt once. If It Is for knitted
goods there has already been a call for 6,000,000
knitted articles and it is almost or quite filled by
now these 15,000,000 must be organized to. get
yarn and knit, or get others to knit, and deliver
the goods at once. And If it Is for bandages and
gauze dressings and other tilings for the wounded,
as assuredly It will be many a time, there must
be a trained Red Cross membership to get them
made and In the hospitals In time to save life.
God help the American army in that day If the
people have not been quick to unite with the Red
Cross nnd supply the things the wounded boys
must have. And God pity you and me In the days
when the boys come back from over there such
of them ns come homo and listen to the excuses
we will try to mnke If we fall to keep them supplied with everything they need In their fight
for us.
There will be another call for money before
long. When the country gave $100,000,000 to tho
Red Cross war council last summer, the grent men
at the head of It estimated that, by careful spending, they could make It Inst six months. The
next call probably will be for a larger sum, maybe as much as a quurler of a million dollars. If
so, the Amerlcun people must give It. Every cent
goes for relief work. In what he termed his "public accounting," Henry P. Davison, chairman of the
Red Cross war council, said In n recent speech
that of every dollar given, the Red Cross for relief
work, about $1.02 Is spent for relief. What e
meant Is that not one cent goes for overhead
expense, which is cared for In another way, but
that the whole fund, together with about 2 per
cent Interest which It accumulated while In bank,
goes for relief.
All thut will come Inter, when the Red Cross
needs more money to enrry on Its work of mercy.
What it needs now Is members 10,000,000 added to the 5,000,000 It now has. Every membtr
should be at least of the class called "Magazine
Members." It costs $2 n year, and entitles the
members to the really wonderful Red Cruss Magazine every month, filled with news and colored
pictures of what the great order Is doing all over
the earth.
If you are a member, rei.cw; If not, become one
when the Red Cross committee comes. It Is merely trying to get you to help win your war, and
care for the unlucky who may be some of your
own family.
Engllsh-speukln-

g

now-famo-

n

HAD

LITTLE DESIRE TO ROAM

The Americans have contributed largely to the
European spirit of patronnge.
Each year, in
hordes, they traveled to Europe, breathless with
curiosity and with haste, curious of dress and
bearing (to European eyes) and nasal as to speech,
with reverence and familiarity amazing contending. "Why do the Americans love so to tear over
the world?" I once heard an old French lady ask.
It was lncomprehenslve to her, this mania for
leaving home. Her desire of happiness was to
stay forever In one place. Exchange.

Salmon and Acids.
Investigators say that salmon find
their way Into rivers by means of the
presence of acids or alkalis, which, of
course, varies In different streams.
Even when they are a long way out at
sea, says the' Youth's Companion, they
can discover the trace that will lead
them to the bay and the stream that
they seek. It thus becomes unnecessary to appeal to a "homing Instinct"
to explain the return of certain salmon
to certain rivers or the "running" of
herring to certain localities,

Stucco for Renovating House.
Many men will "spruce up the old
place" when they will not tear down
nnd rebuild. Sometimes It is sentiment, sometimes economy. Renovation can do a lot more than improve
the looks of the house. Remodeling
and overcoating with stucco make the
walls
lowering Insurance premiums and Increasing
safety.
la'
It makes the home easier to beat
winter, cooler In summer, snd often
lowers the cost of repairing or
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S'j, Sec. 9; S'A, Sec. lOr,
V!j, Sec. li; All of Sections 15. 16, SF.'4.
Sec. 17;
SKXNE'. NWX,
N'NE'l
21;
W'5.N'W!(,
S!i, Sec. 22: EX. SWX.
E',KWA. See. 23; S'i, E'jNE, See. 30;
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Particulars free. Address Allen Ward, B
713 Valley, Nebr. No. 98.
in the spirit in which it is offered, be severely homharded.
money. The commissioners will
t.hat of ab.olute fairness and im- the bonds at a cal'ed meeting
MARRY IF LONELY j for result., try me.
Crowth I. Steady
partiality.
Wdncsdiy of this week. The board nest and most
successful "Home Maker"
in
the
iwth
The
building
steady
gr
will
also
THE OTHER FELLOW SAYS
complete the tax levy for hundreds rich wish marriage soon; strict
business
and
residence
of
most
property
for
the
current
ro'ls.
reliable; years e.
tax
confidential;
ly
Money
Draft registrant will not be per
in Deming since the middle of sum- work on the roads of the county perience; descriptions free. "The Success
nutted to enlist after tomorrow.) , Torter Jones of the
Box 556, Oakl.o.l.
ml
Mrs.
Club,"
Purdie,
of
frequent will be available in a snort time, at
P'tbltcuy mer has been a matter
There i. no .tigm. attaching to th.
few people realize the least to the extent and for such roads California.
man who wait, for the draft oper-- 1 J"rf a" of 1C S",e Land Offtce at comment, butvalue
of the work that as have been stipulated will receive MARRY AT ONCE-- If lonely; write me;
Fe was a Keserve visitor this actual cash
:
1, IllftW IGl.lft. aft. vft. .
lion to UUS
and I will eend you hundreds of descripweek. Mr. Jones is not only a live has been done and that is now under
... attention. Abmogordo News.
I,
ot the American
doe.
armies.
tions; congenial people, worth $1,000 to
.
in hts spectal line, but an elegant way. Figures taken from the otfi- $350,000: seeking marriaa-e- :
(Confidential), ad
not disss any great aiirereiicv wire
an cial records at the city nail show
and
never
overlooks
Ralph Hyde, Sao Francisco, CI.
dress,
gentleman
JUAN
SAN
whether one enlist, or wait, to go
i.,
no.
I?.
to advance the best in- that since July 7th permits for tem'
in by ths mean, through which the oiiportunity
buildings have been issued
.:. trests of New Mexico. Reserve porary
YOU SINGLE? Would you mar
ARE
I
vsovernment
selectedj to recruit...
on
the District Court in Session
totaling $31,136.50. and figures,
the force, up to the required strength. Nfw Southwest.
ry if suited? Let me find your ideal,
The District Court was opened absolute
permanent "buildings are $,104.00.
satisfaction ; Many wealthy
j
Tf vou waste or extravagance in These figures only included the per Monday rmrning bv our new Judge
.
honorable conIn the football
just closed,
work. tell jt to the pro. mits issued up till November 17th, Reed Holloman of Santa Fe who was wishing marriage;
drainaw
members descriptions free;
' r,
new inESKo
im sanv. ox in.commanded
He wants to know with a total of $237240.50. and there appointed by Governor Lindsey to fidential;
tnonafrer
7
Oakland Calif.
CappeL
by Cap about it. Tell it to him and
tairy Institute,
it are still a number of applications fill the
term of Judge Ab- Mrs.
-- No. 112.
taia "Hop Lee, played five game. out of vour svstem. , and tell gethim pending on which the building com- bott. unexpired
total ot 40 point.,
w
i
the beans are mittee of the city council has to act, The other court officers are J. RETIRED BUSINESS MAN, 50, worth
.hey .cored
waj,
again.! a total of .point, for
smIed and ho1Ier whetl jt does and which will run the figures close H. Crist. District Attorney, Esther mo, would marry, N Box 35, League, Toledo,
New Mexico has not no good. Las Crttces Citizen.
ODDonent..
million
a
mark.
of
A.
to
the
Barton, Stenographer. Mrs. Wm.
up
quarter
.developed so great a team for many
Palmer.
Clerk. Sherman CAPITALIST. 41, worth $350,000, would
Deputy
years. We always will regret that Von Bethmann-HollwegCrwvn, Clerk. R. L. Baca, Interpreter. marry working girl or widow. Honorable,
a Cleaning Up Camp Cody District
with
it was aet possible to play a game hirs staff of ass;fnt diplomats, is Two raids 'on Myndus during the The Grand Jury met on Thursday 253 Minna, San Francisco. No. 129.
t"twith thi University of ArUona.
gnin" to Switzerland "on a political week by Sheriff W. C. Simpson and and the Petit Jury wTI meet next MAIDEN LADY, 49, best character
Aztec Independent.
mission of great imnortance." Now his deputies resulted in the round- Wednesday.
worth
and
$35,000, want
disposition,
Vardaman, Groana and Hardwick, is the time for the Swiss to lock-- tip up of close to twenty people and
kind husband and happy home. Box
who di.graca respectively Mi..i..ip-fi- . their hams and cheeses. Waco the breaking up of a particular secSIERRA
584 A. Los Angeles, Cal.
North Dakota aad Ceorgia. ia the News.
tion of the social life in that neighPILES Everybody .offering Files, Fistula,
United Stat. Scant, found tha car-reborhood, for the time being, at least.
Fi surra. Ulceration. Coastiaatioa.
Bleediae.
of public opinion too strong to The galley boy didn't know whether The first raid took place on Sun- Bill Booze Still Careltss
s
write for free trial Positive
rnn agaiast. They voted for tbi
he ws
hurrahed or enmo'i-mente- d day night, when C. K. Alderson. W. District Attorney Harry P. Owens Itching,
File Care. S. V. TAKNEY. Aabera.
to declare war oa Austria.
when the printer asked, him H. King. C. F. Hunt and Chas. was in town Monday and represent- Indiana. No. lis. TWy ara stiU not friends of tha if he rould change a five. El Paso Styron were arrested and charged ed the state in the case against the HANDSOME WIDOW. .16, worth $95,000,
United States, but they do not daro Herald.
with selling liquor without license. saloons, for violating the Sunday lonely, will marry, B. Mission Unity, Ssa
No. US.
Alderson and King were dismissed low. The saloon keepers who had Francisco, CaL
show their anaaity.
... .v.. n..l.'m;n,r. "-'- '"
and naid
t"
YTs mnA broken the taw. tiled ouiltv
you paid vour road tax for
'
MARRIAGE
1
EARLY
desired bv asd
.i
.!.
i. us.
:
,.
n ..
.iic
AataoMbites aperatiag on tha lin 1917 Get vonr three dollars ready, styron were racn neiu to inc irrana
pic
n violating me law, nave been
'
WHte tL. L Box sm. Les Angeles Cs-Lfcatwaea Carriaoao aad Roswell are as tbe co'lector will toon be after jury in $1500 bonds. .
1
No.
This it. Nara Visa News.
Another raid, on a larger scale, quite an eietneni in assisting me
aaw naaipped witk heaters.
was pulled off on Wednesday night, tate to go dry by their persistant WOULD YOU MARRY yemg widow wortk
saaaaa alnsast th saaaa coaifort a
pom Writ r. Boa 1912. Jack sea riOc,
ia a. railway ekair car. Tim t was AproDO of the Liberty Loan, it and fifteen men and women were, violation . Hfllsboro Free Press.
Pla.lfa.l.
when the kardy hm of Now Mexico costs money to win a war, but it arrested. In the police court yes- - Mr.
LanNichols
M.
and
J.
John
more to lose it. teraay mine Kaymona, violet jarneiL
had ho fcsaten hi the con lyamcns costi a darn
ssuHscjv s LAMfti vsiBauss sonmas
inuil
Continned on pnge eight.)
Pearl Davis, Georgie Barnard, Mar- at eests.
Chicago Herald.
la wW a ttoy mU thi
'I In
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fencing,

$5121.25.

Sale No. MO
W'ASWK, Sec. 28; T. 13S.,
R. 36E., containinK 80 acres.
There are
no improvement, on this tract.

N'Stt"i

Sale No. 92S
Lot 4, Sec. 7;
NX,
Lot 1, 2. Sre. 18; T. 1'iS.. R. 38F... containTh- - improvements consiat
ing 523.58 acres.
of ft m ini;, value $150.00.
Sale No r9
SX, Sec. 8; T. 19S., S.
The improve.tF,., containing 320 acres.
ments convsl of feneing, value $100.00.
Sale No. 910
EXNEX. Sec. 18; SWXSEX.
c
NWXSWX.
Mx.NW'i.
17;
T. 19S., R. 38E., containing 33t
S,c. 20;
acres.
The Improvements consist of fencing, value $50.00,

S".SW'4.

Sale No. 931
W'X. SWXNEX. WXSEX
SEXSEX. Sec. 33; T. 18S R. 38E., con480
The improvement, conacres.
taining
sist of fencing, value $65.00.
R.

-

Sale No. 932
SEXSEX.Sec
36E., containing 40 acres.

ments.

35; T. 19S..
No improve-

No bid on the above described tract, of
land will be accepted for less than FIVE
DOLLARS
($5.00)
per acre, which is the
appraised value thereof and in addition
thereto the successful bidder must pay for
the improvements that exist on' the land.
Each of the above described
be offered for sale separately.

tract,

will

The above sale of land will be subject
tn the following
terms and condition,
Section viz.:
containinK 480 acres.
K; T. MS., R. 37E
The improvement s on this tract consist of
Except for land selected for the Ssnt
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund,
value $390.00.
fencinc,
he
successful bidder must pay to the
Sale No. 902
WA, See. 32; T. 14 S., Commission r of Public Lands or his agent
320 acres.
R.
There are lioldinv such sale, one-- t
of the
c
gaining
s.
no improv-eieprice offered by him tor the land, four
percent intirt'Ht in advance for the balance
No. S03
SWMNW't, W!SWJ, ST.'A if surh niirrhase price, fees for advertising
and appraisement and all costs incidental
SWtj. S c. 'Jt T. U.S., R. MA'.., comaining
each and all of said
Uf) acres.
T'le improvements consist of to the sale
v.ilue $75.0(1.
amounts must be deposited in cash or certified exchnr
at the time of sale and
Sale No. "(14
SW'ijNE, SEKW, which said amounts and all of them are
WWN'Wt SV!4, WASVJ,, Sec. 9; All ot subject to forfeiture to the State of New
Sec. 16; T. MS., R. 3CE., containing 1040 Mixico, it the successful bidder does not
acres. The improvements consist of fenc-in- . execute a contract within thirty days after
it has been mailed to him by the State
value fSO.00.
Land Office, said contract to provide that
the purchast-- may at his option make paySec.
Sale No. 90S
13;
NEtfSEtf.
Stf,
N!
T. 15S , R. 34E., ments of not less than
Sec. 24;
of
Sec. 15;
680
ninety-fivThe
acres.
percent of the purchase price
improvements
containing
at any time after the sale and prior to
consist of fencing, value $200.00.
the expiration of thirty years from date
No. K
Sale
N)4 Sec. 10; T. 1SS., R. of the contract, and to provide for the
The improve- payment of any unpaid balance at the ex35E., containing 320 acres.
ment, consist of fencing, value $200.00.
piration of thirty years from the date et
the contract with interest on deferred payLots 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, ments at the rate of four per-ceSale No. 907
per
,
12,
N!4,
13, 14, 15, 16, SA, Sec. 1;
annum, payable in advance on the anniverpartial payN,SW4, SEtfSWM. Sec.Sec.2; SWA. SWJ4 sary of thebe date of contract,
credited on the anniversary
4; WSEX, ments to
SKJ. Sec. 3; NSEVs,
RWX, Sec. 5; ti'A. SF.J4, Sec. 8; N!4, Sec. of the date of the contract next following
the
of
11:
T.
Sec.
tender.
See.
date
16S.,
12;
10;
SWA,
NW. ra .
-- . , .
Tl.
. ,,c
K.
azcj.ia Km
JSC, coiiiaininic
The sale of land .elected for the Santa
improvemeuts consist of fencing, value
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
$132S.0O.
will be subject to the above term, .ad
Sale No. 90S
WA, Sec. 7: T. 16 S R. conditions except that the successful bidexR. 35E
containing 314.80 acres. There sre der must pay in cash or certified
h
of
no improvements.
change at the time of sale,
the purchase price offered by him for the
SWU, WASEX, Sec. 7; land, four percent intereat in advance for
Sale No. 99
N"S, the balance of such purch.se price .nd
E'4, WANWA. SENWJi, Sec. 17;
SASE, SEJSEM, Sec. 18: Tfc16S., R. 37E., will be required to execute a contract procontainine 1164.53 acres. Thevimprovement. viding for the payment of the balance ot
such purchase price in thirty equal anconsist of fencing, value $150.00.
nual instalment,
with intereat on sll de3.
ferred payments at the rate of four per
Lots
2,
919
Sec.
Sal No.
1,
4;
WA,
S'A. SWA, E'A cent per annum in advance, payment, and
4. 5. fi. 7. 8. S'A, Sec. 5;
Sec. 7; interest due on October fir.t, of each year.
SF.. SWy,SEH- Sec. 6; NEtfSEtf.
SEA, K'ASWA, SEM SWA, Sec. 8; WA, Sec.
,
The above sale of land will be subject
0; Alt of See. 16; NA, NV,SA. Sec. 17; NJiS'-SSee. 18: T. 16S., R. 38E., containing 4062.37 to' valid
easement.,
rights,
existing
acres. The improvement, consist of well, rights of way, and reservations.
windmill, 3 tanks and fencing, value 2700.00.
The Commissioner of Public Lands or
All nf Sections 1, 2, 3, his agent holding such sale reserves the
Sale No. 911
9. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, right to reject any and. all bids offered
4. 5. 6,
sale.
Possession under contracts
NV$, at snid
IS, 19. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27;
wilt
XiSWM. SE'4, Sec. 28; All of sections 29, of sale for the above described tracts 1918.
All be given on or before October first,
30
31, 32. 33, 34, 35, 36, T. 12S., R. 34E.
of Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, 9. 10, 11,
Witness my hand and the official seal
12;
N'jN',. Sec. 13; S'AffE'A, SSFM,
SiSE!d. NWHSEtf, NWX, N'iSWV4, SF.tf of the Slate Land Office of the State ol
New Mexico, this twentieth day of October,
SWK, N'2SE'4, SWA 1917.
S"A. Sec. 14;
SE'A. Src. 15; All of Section 16, 17, 18, 19,
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
20, 21. 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 , 33,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
34 , 35, T. 12S.,
R. 35E., containing 43,282.27
Stste of New Mexico.
3
of
consist
The
acres.
improvement,
wells and windmills, tanks, sheds, corrals, First Publication October 26, 1917.
Last Publication December 28, 1917.
house and fencing, value $7783.75.
Sale No. 901
NMSFM, Sec. 10;

NE!4SWM,

SWJjNWlj,

Section

V'.SI'.'i

11;

NWJ4,

'SESWtf,

-

N,

All of Sec. 16, 19, 20, 21,
Sale No. 912
28, 30, SEX, SSSWK, Sec. 29; T. US., R.
The improve
36E.. containing 4067.72 acre..
ments consist of 3 frame shacks, barn, corral, well, windmill, tanks, troughs and fencing, value $1200.00.

Sale No.

T. US.,
8,

9,

16,

913
R. 36E

N'4,

All of Sections 31, 32, 33,
All of Sections 4, 5, , 7,
Sec. 17;
T. 12S., R. 36E.,

containing 6707.20 acres. The improvements
consist of 3 wells and windmills, tank, and
fencing, value $1592.35.
SH, Sec. 15; All ol Sec26. EA, Sec. 27; S'S, Sec.
All of Sec. 34, 35, 36, T. 12S., R. 36E.,
All of Sections 1, 2. 3, 4. 9, 10, 11, 12, NWX,
c.
13; All of Sections 14, 15, 22, "S'A, SW4,
E'ASE'A,
SE'ASE'A, Sec. 23;
c.
Sec. 27;
SEMSEX.
26; Ntf. N'iSEX,
T. 13S., R. 36E., containing 13,717.84 .ere..
The improvements consist of 2 wells and

Sale No. 914
tions 22, 23. 25,

33;

NVNW,

windmills, tanks, barn, sheds, corral,
fencing, value $1780.00.
Sale No.

915

and

All of Sections 1, 2, 11,

KV4N& SEXNEH, SWtfNW.
12, 13, 14.
SAS'A, HWASWA, NEtfSEM, Sec. 23; All
of Sections 24, 25, 26, 35, 36, T. 10S., R.
33E. Lots 1, 2, J, 4, NEKSEX, S'AS'A, Sec.
2; All of Sections J, 4, S. 6, 7, N54, WSi
Sec. 9; Kii, NEVJSWM.
SWJ, Sec. 8; ti'A,
SEX, Sec. 10; All of Sec. 11, 14, WAWA.
Sec. 17; All of Sections 18, 19; WAWA, Sec.
All of Sections 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30,
20;
31, 32, 33, 34, 35, T. US., R. 34E., contsin-in-

21.51S.13
Ttie improvement.
acre..
consist ot 4 wells, tanks, reservoirs, wind'
mills, snd fencing, value $11,000.00.
All of Section. 1, 24, 25.
Sale No. 91
All of Sec. 18; NX.
36. T. 10S., R. 34E.,
Sec. 19; NX, Sec. 31; NWX, Sec. 32; T.
R.
All
3, 4, 5, T. US.,
of
Section.
35E..
ins..
The
R. 35E., containing 5045.86 acre..
consist ol fencing, value $750.00.
Sale No. 917
Syi, Sec. 18; All of Sec.
All of Sec 30; NV4, Sec Jl; T. 17S--,
19;
R. 35E..
All of Section. 32, 36. T. ITS., R.
34E.. All of Sec. 2; T. 18S-- , R. 34E., conThe improvements
taining 3814.81 acres.
consist of well, windmill, pump sad fencing, vslve $1300.00.

S,

Sec.
All of Sec 14;
Sale No. til
IS; All of Section. 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 34,
SEXNWX. Sec 25;
EM, SWX, WJ4NWX,
All of Section. 26. 27. 28. 29. 32. 33. SH.
Sec 31; T. 17S., R. 35E., Alt of Section.
All
28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, T. 17, R. J6E.,
of Section. 4, 5, a, 7, , 9, 18. Lot 1, EM
35
R.
T.
Sec
19,
18S,
EX,
NWX, SWX,
All of Sections 4, J, 4. T. 18S., R. J6E,
containing 20337.76 acres. The improvement.
consist of I wells snd winamius, pomps,
tsnks sad tragha, fencing, value fKU

Se

tit

All of Sections 1, U U.
No.
AH of Sections
17S.. R. 35
, 7, ,
9, 10, 11, 12, 11, 15, M, 17, WX. SEX.
All of Sections 19, 20,' 21. 22, 23, 24,
18;
Lots
77, 34, 35, 36, T. 17S.. R.
25,
1, All
. 4. SEXNWjZ
EX, SWX.

T.

E,

Sec

3E

2.

Sec

of Sections 2, 2, T. ISS., R. 36
containing
The rm proven eats consist
18,958.71 acres.
of hoase, corrals, tanks, garage, feed bowse,

S wells, windmills, treoghs,
fencing, valne $3479.100.
Sale Ne.
EX SWX. Sec W; T. ITS,
:. 37 E., All of Sec 1;
WM, Sec 4; NWX.
Sec S; Lots
EX.
ssrsz1, ea8WXEX
WLftftt.
exist WXSEX,
. i.
wru
sruTi --nsftCnTW
-- -r.'- -a:.
si

chiekea-bo.s-

ta

t

I

ewt-

-

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND

SALE

SOCORRO COUNTY.
of the Commissioner of Public Lands
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
Notice i. hereby given that pursuant
ro the provisions of an Act of Congress,
.proved Tune 20, 1910. the law. of the
State of New Mexico aad the rule, sad
peculation, of the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer at
Sale
Public
to the highest bidder, st
ten o'clock, A. M., on Tuesday December
18th, 1917, in the Town of Socorro, County of Socorro, State of New Mexico, fol-In
front of the court house therein the
lowing described tract of land:
tffice

No. 718, NXNEX, SEXNEX, WX.
Sal
SEX Sec. 25; All of 26 snd 27; NX. SWX.
NSEX, SEXSEX Sec 34; All of 35 and
R. 12W; All of 32, T. 53..
SS
36, Twp.
R. 13W.. WX Sec. 1; All Sec 2; NX. SEX Sec.
3: NEX Sec. 4: EX Sec. 10; NX Sec. It.
Twp 6S., R. 12W., WX of 4; All of 5, 1,
18.
WX, 9; All of 16; NX, NXSWX. SWX
WX Sec
7; All ot IB ana IV. iwp. oa
R. 13W.,
All of 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, WVL
SEX
SXNEX. NEXNEX Sec 19; All ot
20: WX of 21; All of 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29:
NX, SWX Sec. 30: WX, WXSEX. SEXSEX
A. F.WW.
SWXSWX Sec 32:
See. 31:
(All of 33, 34, 35, 36, Twp. 6S., R. 14W. Alt
aea. a; nil ot
of z, 3 and 4; t.n 9;
9 sndIO; WX, NXNEX. SEXNEX. SXSEX
k.
Sec II; All ol 14, 15, 16, iwp.

lw.,
containing 31,592.42 scree The improvements
on thi. land consist of house, weils, corrsls.
valued st $14,150.00.
fencing,

No bid on the above described tract
if land will be accepted for lea. then
Dollar. ($1.00) per scr which Is the
ipprsised value thereoL Ami in addition
successful Udder asnst par
hereto th
for the improvement
that exist ea the
Three

land.

The above sale of lands wtll be subfee
te the following terms and conditions,
vis:
The traeeessfvl bidder mart nsf ss the
Commissioner of Public Leads, or his .gent
of the
le.
orh
knldiae
price offered by him lor the lead, .tear

mast be deposited
cash or certified enchant
at the tha ef
sale, sad which said ami at. aad sit at
them are eabect to lerfcltar
te the State
of New Mexico if the snceessrel bidder does
sot entente a contract within thirty dare
after it has beta mailed te lita by the
State Lead Office, said contract to provide
that the enrchaser may et his aetJoa mehe
payments e ef not less than
of ninety-fivper cent of the earcheae
price at s-- T time after the sake and prior
te the expiratiee ef thirty years trom date
ef the contract, aad to provide ior the
payment ef aay nnpaM balsnes at th en
pi ration ef thirty years from the date ef
the centre!, with Interest en deferred
pas estate at the ra tt el ear per ceat per
tn aeve
of
the
el ttadss.
est
liai.g
The Cinnlnh
all ef said amounts

Mew

I,,

all

of the Court

Mexico, Of bis ftsxnt holding sue!
ale, reserve the right io reject any
bid
ottered at said tale. Postr titoi
meter contract! of ia)o for tht above des
will be given on or beiorr
or i bed t ract
Vctober lit, 1VJB,
Witnest my hand and the official tea
f
the State Land Office thif Ith day o
wciuucr, i?u,
ROBT. P ERVIEN,
Comniissioiier
of Public Landt,
State of New Mexico
Erst Publication Octoher 12, 1917,
La it Publication December,
14, 1917.

'JJlSSJM

In the town of Estancia, County oi 21; K';E!4, KWjiVKM.
NW4, Ntf SWtf. R. 26 E containing 60 acres
Improve fc.NV2', SWtf.
SEVEK, NWM, Sec. 15:. All of See. M 2. N"4, SKM. jsve. 13; AH o Vc.V
Sec 27; NWNhH.
Sec. 2H; 1. 30 N., K. 27 h., conment consist of frncifi. value f.TJO.00.
NVV. h'A, K'W'A. Sec. 17; WH, Sec. ly; Nj4.il?; T. 3 N., R. 15 W., N.;. SE. 'WtZ
"Jo'NWtf,
Torrance, Stale of New Mexico, in iron fcyl'-J4bouse therein, the followiuft taiuing 600 acres. There are no improve-- ! bid will be accepted lor less than $10.00,
,i5;
N"
k'
V
containnig SK, KSWJ, SVJ4SW4. Sec. 20; All of SKJ4SWH. Sec. 4; All of Sections it
nt1'
i;im acres. There
described tracts of lands, vis:
are no improvements.
menu.
S.c. ."1; N'!'
Sec. 22; WS, SEX,
per acre.
S'c. 10. 11, U, T. 3K't-- .N-- , R 16 W.(
All of S- I
C.
- n. lii.
n IO L" I.
Til.
' krti ,
T nr V
al
N
Sale No. MJ
SVS,
Sec. 23;
915
Sile No. 1040
SSNE!4. SKNWtf, c
Sle
N.
S"iNE,
1A.
i.
.
T
N'W'W, S'i, Sec. 24 i All of Sec. 25; 2o; T. SU'i.4
36; T. 5N., R. 6E.. containing 1J0 acres. Tht
t) N., R. 2( L., con- - N.f R. JJ h.
Loi 3. 4,
MN I'M, L SL A, Sec. 3s;
16.134.01
31; T. 25 N., K. 30 T. 4 N.. R. 17 W.. contain.ng
aX)
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of New Mexico if the successful bidder does Santa" Fe and Grant
1910, the laws of the
June
20th,
80.18
29
30
acres.
a
T.
at
&
of
$500.00.
valued
1;
Bond
approved
E.,
consist
N.,
list.
McCutcheon
well,
for
Railroad
McCutcheon
containing
thirty eonal annual instalments with
aot execute a contract within thirty days tuna. Ihere are nooCunty
State of New Mexico, and rules and reg
,
There are no improvements.
terest on all deferred payments at the 115 Mills Bid
El Paso. Texas
improvements.
after it has been mailed to him by the
ulattons of the State Land Office, the
Al! of Sec 30, T. 16 N.,
No. 952
adSale
in
four
annum
of
cent
rae
per
per
State Land Office, said contract to pro
of Public Lands will oifcr R. 33 E., containing 617.64 acrea.
NX. SEX. NXSWX. See vance,
There
Sale No. 996
Sale No. 1030
EtfSEX. Sec. 19; NWX, Commissioner
payments and interest due on Octo- FOR SALE STOCK FANCH, eight miles
vide that the purchaser may at his op
Sec. 29; at oublic aale to the highest bidder at ar cno improvements.
SWX, Sec. 2; EXNEX, ber 1st, of each year.
1; EX, SXNWX,
SWXRWX.
NyiSEX.
eion make navmenta nf not leas than one
from Drming N. M. Comprising 320 acres
2
on
M.,
Sec.
February
Wednesday.
o'clock,.?.
NWXNEX.
Stc.
10;
30:
E!4NEX.
SXNEX.
Sec.
EXSEX.
WX,
SEXNEX. El'SSEX.
Und all fenced, three room house,
thirtieth of ninety five per cent of the 31;
Sec.
SWX. Sec 8, NWX. Sec SEX. Sec. 11; SWXNWX, WXSWX.
Sale No. 953
R. 27 E., containing 640 acres, 27th, VA6, in the town of Mora, County of
T. 30
The above sale of land will be subject patented e
school sections leased free,
purchase price at any time after the salr of which N.,
front ol 17; T. 16 N., R. 34 E., containing 320 acres. 12; NWXNEX. NXNWX,
in
Sec. 14; T. 31 to valid existing rights, easements, rights barn
120 acres were selected for the Mora. Mate 01 INew Mexico,
fine
with
and prior to the expiration of thirty year Santa Fe and Grant
desopen range two good wells, about
house
Imcourt
the
tlie
2112.02
following
acres.
therein,
Bond
of way and reservations.
N., R. 29 E., containing
There are no improvements.
40 head
Hereford cattle, and about 40 head
from the date of tne contract, ana to pro Fund. There are 00 ounty Railroad
of land, vix.;
cribed
tracts
value
of
$50.00.
consist
well,
provements
improvements.
work horses, mares and mules, including
vide for the payment of any unpaid bat
NEX. EXSEtf. Lots 4,
Sale No. 954
The Commissioner of Public Lands or
and one jack, Stock in fine
ance at the expiration of thirty years
Lots 2. 3. 4. S!3Nv. SVi. 5, 6, Sec. 19, T. 17 N., R. 29 E., containSal No. 142
Sale No. 997
Sec. 22;
N',4
NWXSEX. Sec 19; T. 31 his agent holding such sale reserves the three studs
Sale No.
from the date of the contract with in
22 N., K 22
T.
All
of
shape and food stuff, for complete outfit.
Section
1;
2;
Sec
316.90
no
40
29
are
There
acres.
acres.
of
improveAll
Sec.
all
offered
bids
24,
E.,
Sec
N.,
and
Improve right to reject any
23;
ing
containing
SWX, NEXSEX.
a
its
$8,500.00.
terest on deferred payments at the rate T.
01
:cc.
All
dandy buy. Good reason for
bee.
2; ments.
25 N., R. 26 E
ments consist of fencing, value $20.00.
3, 4, Sec. 18; All E., WW, iNbUM,
at said sale.
l;
f four per cent per annum, payable in
disposal so cheap. Thos. fi. Ait ken, 512,
Sec. 20; All NVi NESLtf, WhSW. SESWJ, Sec
Sec. 19; SWX, SWXSEX,
Ne
Cold
South
advance on the anniversary of the date of of
Avenue,
Deming, N. M.
12;
Sec
11;
No.
955
Sec.
N
998
SEHNWX,
S'aSE,Ji
SEX,
No.
SEXNEX.
Sale
WJNEX.
Salo
20; NX
Sec. 29; 30; NWX, Sec. 31; T. 25
SXNEX,
Possession tinder contracts of sale for the
the contract, partial payments to be credited of
NX, SEji, WJSWW, SEXSWX, Sec 5; SF.J4SWX, Sec 33, NS4NEX. EXNWX. NEX SWX. NWXSEX, Sec 29; T. 31 N.. R. above described tracts will be River! on 116.
R. 27 E.t containing 3482.24 acres. Improvea the anniversary of the date of the ments
N
of
All
35.
Sec
T.
SE'4NEH.
Sec.
8;
wind-milSec.
200
34;
36
NNEtf.
acres.
S'JSX.
l,
NXNX,
of
E., containing
SWX,
consist
Improvements or before October 1st, 1918.
welt,
troughs
contract next following the date of tender.
NWX, SWXNWX. WtfSWjf. SEX, Sec. 13; 17 N R. 29 E., containing 840 acres. There consist of a frame shack, value $25.00.
and fencing, value $1102.00.
All of Sec. 14; All of Sec 17; 20; T. 22 are no improvements.
Witness mv hand and the official seal MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS
The above sale of lands will be subject
22
R.
23
T.
Sec.
R.
N.t
WX.
6;
Sec.
E.,
Sale No. 999
All of Sec. 16; NEXNEX, N.,
35; T. 32; of the State Land Office of the State of
NEXSWX,
Sale No. MM
to valid, existing rights, easements, rights SEWNHtf.
All of Sec 26; All of N., K. 35 fc., MEXNWH, JCC 30; fti'aiNVV, New Mexico, this 23rd day of November,
No. 959
., Lot 2, Wft, WSEX, Sec 3; All
Sale
17: S'A. Sec. 24
Sec.
SEX
NOTARY PUBLIC
f way and reservations.
9; NNEX, Sec 27; T. 17 N., K. 33
Sec. 31; T. 32 N.t R. 36 E., containing 1917.
20; NX. NXSX, Sec. 21: NEX,
containing
EKNWX, of Sec 4; 5; SEXSEX Sec Sec
10; EX acres.
NEXNWX.
no
are
mere
no
SSWX.
ROBERT
160.43 acres.
are
P.
NiSEX,
Office
Sec.
NV4SWX.
Ihere
NS4SEX.
NWX.
ERVIEN,
WXNEX,
Capital City Bank BMg.
improvements.
improvements.
his
I;
or
Lands
of
Public
The Commissioner
Sec. 11; Al) Sections 14,
NXSWX.
Commissioner
of Public Lands nf tbe Santa Fo,
Now Mexico.
NWXSr.x, aec 9; l. a n., n. a c, con NWX.
agent holding such aale reserves the right
J,
Sale No. 957
Salo No. 1999
SXSWX, NEXSWX, Sec.
2480 acres. The improvements con. 15. 16, bt. Sec 17; All ot Sections iy,
WXNEX. EXNWX, NX
State of New Mexico.
to reject any and all bids offered at aaid taining
i-All Ol Sections
Sec. 14; NEX, Sec 23: NX SWX, NWXSEX. Sec 8, T. 29 N., R. 28 First Publication November 30. 1917.
i
13. SEMSEX.
31, T. 2i n.t K. a t.,
ale. Possession under contracts of aale aist 01 fencing, valne $325.00.
34: T. NEX. Sec. 24; T. 18 N.. R. 36 E-- , 5WX. E., containing 280 acres.
33. NWX. NSWX. SWMSWX.
Sec
There
1918.
are
no Last Publication February 1,
lor the above described tracta will be
24 N., R. 23 E., containing 14.&50.22 acres. Lots 3, 4, Sec 18; NXNWX. Lot 2, Sec.
&
MTIE
EDWARDS
M'FIE
Sec.
No.
Sal
SNWX.
It3
22;
improvements.
EXNEX,
1919
given oa or before October first,
two 19; T. 18 N., R. 37 E, containing 753.67
Sec 23; T. 25 N., R. 27 E., containing Improvements consist of a house,
ATTORN EY3-AT-LW
wells and windmills, fencing, value $2575.00. acrea. There are no improvements.
Salo No. 1991
NWXNEX, SXNEX,
Witness my band and the official seal 160 acrea. There are oo improvements.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SWXNWX. SX, Sec 21; NxSWX. WX
4 tbe State Land Office of the State of
AH
No.
All
OFFICE.
Sec.
EXEX.
Sec
US
of
958
No.
1;
1;
Salt
Sala
2;
SEX. Sec 22; NEXSEX, SXSX, Sec 20;
WX, SXSEX,
SKSX. Sec 25: All of Sec
Hew Mexico, tbia Fifteenth day of Novens Sol No.25 1040 R. 27
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
N..
E.. containing 800 acres. Sec 3; EXEX. Sec 10; All of Sec. 11; of Sec 2: EX. SWX, SXNWX. NEXNWX, T. 30 N., R. 28 E., containing 840 acres.
36: T.
WaakUvto
Coraor Palace
ber, 1917.
Sec 13: WNWW. Sec. There are bo improvements,
12; T. 22 N., R. 24 E., Lot 4, SEXNEX. W 14: FiXSWU.
There are oo improvements.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
RSX. Sec 2; Lots 1, 2, SWXNEX. NWX. 24; T. 20 N., - 32 E., All of Sec 36, NX,
Sa.ta Fe, Now Mwitcak,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
Salo No. 1992
Sec
Smim H41
All of Sec 16: T. 2S N.. R. SXSX, Sec 3; Lots i, 2, 3, SEXNEX. SWX, cc 13, T. 21 n.t K. J2 c, contain-itl- ?
SXSWX.
SEXSEX.
SOCORRO COUNTY
State of New Mexico, 24
.
2776.60
Sec 4; SWXNEX. SEX.
Imorovements consist 26; T. 30 N.( R. 28 E., containing 120
acrea.
E., contaiaing 640 acrea. There are 00 SWX. SXSEX,
acres. There are bo improvements.
Sec 5; Lots 3, 4, 5, SWX. Sec, 6; All of of fencing, value $775.00.
flrat Publication Nov. 23, 1917.1911.
improvements.
Commissioswr
7:
Sec
Office
ol
of
the
SEXNWX.
Public
Sec
NXNEX,
SWX,
Publication
I;
Last
January 8,
No. 959
SaJ
XX. Sec 2: NEX. Sec
Sale No. 1993
EXSWX, SXSEX,
All of Sec 12; T. 25 N., SEXNEX. NEX NWX,
Lands,
WXNEX, WXNWX, SWX,
Sale No. 1043
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
R. 24 E., containing 640 acres. There are Sec 9; All of Sec 16; T. SI fl., K. .O t.. 3; NX. NXSX, Sec. 4; NX, NXSX, Sec WXSEX. Sec 27; T. 30 N.v R. 28 lLt con.
All
of Sec 7; WX. Sec 5; SEX, Sec. 10; SWX. Sec 11; T. 20 N., taining 400 acres. There are no improve
Lot , Sec ;
BRAN0
no improvements.
Notice
is hereby riven thst pursuant
STATE OP NEW MEXICO
oumond
18;
s
NXNEX, Lot 3, Sec. 19; SWXSWX, R. 33 E., NX, SWX. Sc 32, T. 21 N., R. menta.
(
to the provisions of an Act of
Improve-mnet- s
SSEX. 33 Et containing 1873.30 acres.
Tune 20th, 1910, the laws of the
Sal No. 100
SXNWtf, NWXSWX, Sec 23; NEXNEX. SWXNEX.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
approved
consist of well, reservoir, fencing
New
of
State
and
1894
SWXSEX, Sec. 9; NXNEX, NEX WX, Sec 26; EX, NWX. NXSWXt Sec
All
rules
No.
Sec.
and
Sale
Mexico,
of
28;
regSec
SSWS,
SWX,
: NEX, and ploughing,
value $607.00. NWX. SXNWX.fXSWX. SXSEX. Sec 27; NX, NEXSWX, NXSEX, Sec.
the
PUBLIC LAND BALE
29: T. 30 N.. R. 28 E.. containing 800 acrea. ulations of the State Land Office,
15: TEX.
NWUSEX. SEXSEX. Sec 21: Sec 29; NEXNWX. Sec 30; SjiNEX. S'A
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
a.
NWX. Sec J: T. 20 N There are bo improvement
Sala No. 999
TORRANCE
at public aale to the kigheat bidder at
COUNTY.
SWXNEX. NWXNWX. SV.NWX, EXSWX, SWX. SEX. Sec 32; NEXNEX. SXNX, SX.
105.98
All
33
There
acrea.
arc
R.
Sec
E.. containing
34;
10 o'clock
A. M., on Tuesday, March 5th,
WuSEa. sec 22: NWMSWM. Sec : n Sec 33; NEX. SXNWX, SX,
LADlKSt
Salo No. 198S
NEX. EXWX, SWXSWX, 1918,
in the town of Socorro, County of
Office f the CoMltsioMf of Pmblic Luda NEX. EHNWX SWXNWX. SWX, SXSEX, of Sections 35, 36, T. 23 N., R. 25 E con- g no imp rov em eat a.
8 A
ak nw WsW for
NXSEX. SWXSEX, Sec 32; T. 30 N 28 Socorro,
11,952.11 acres.
Mew Mexico.
State of New Mexico in front of DIAMOND
sec z; wnnwit, nwNSwa, aec .;
Improvements
InU
bKAND PILLS in Red
480
acres.
There
are
no
E.,
containing
Lots 6. 7. SEXSWX. Sec
Sole No. 981
NWXNWM.
Sec 35: T. 26 N R. 26 E.. sist of fencing, value $2025.00.
the court-houstherein, the following des Oou metallic boxes, .ealcd with Bloe0
L
improvements.
Lots
Sec
Lots
2,
NEXNWX.
3,
1800
4,
7;
The
acres.
cribed
of
6;
tracts
vis.:
NmIc I herebr
Mraaswt
that
improvements
land,
containing
Ribbon. Tax. ko wbh. Bmr
V
No bid for above described tracts of land 1. 2. Sec 18: T. 21 N.. R. 28 EL. contain- Act of Ceocm
consist of fencing, value $591.50.
m kc prorlsioas of
V l
4 ak nr Ctl
Lots 1. 2. 3. 4. SWXNEX.
Sale No. 1988
will be accepted for less than $5.00 per nig 396.75 acrea. Improvements consist of
Salo No. WSJ
All ol Section. 17; It;
PiumsT
Mb tflOb
th lows of tk.
BRAND PI 1. 1, a, for tw.ntTO'.ej
lallOK
there
SXSWX.
$50.00.
anoraiaed
value
valne
NWXKKX.
T.
SXNWX.
the
which
Sec
32:
SXSEX.
All
Sec
SEX,
acre,
Sola No. Nat
is
2;
N& Sec 19;
ol Sec 30; T. J N., R. veara regarded ae Bert, Safer t, Always Reliable.
fencing,
tsttc of Hew Mesiee owl the rale osk
SWX. Sec 3; SXNX SX. Sec 4; NX, NX 14 W.. All of Srctkma 1: 2: 3: NW. SWM.
and ia addition thereto the successful
rclsition of the Stat Lws4 Office, th. 26 N R. 26 E, containing 40 acrea. There of
NEX. EXWX. NVSSEX. SX, See, S; Lot i. NXSEX, SWXSEX. NISEIS'. SWtfSEW. See. 4: Lota 1. 2. SEK SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
Sola NaM
bidder saast pay lor the tanaroveaieats.
CooisBiisinoit of Pontic Loo4o win offer m
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WX
Sec. 9:
of Sec 8; All of Sec 9; 10; NEU, NWM,
SWXSEX. Sec 22; WXNWX. SWX.
Sec. 5; AH of Sections
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EVERYWHERE
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A Story That Combines the Thrill of Modern Detective Fiction With the Romance of Arabian
Nights Tales

LESSON

16

FOR DECEMBER

NEHEMIAH ENFORCES THE LAW
ache when 1 have potions, lotions, hang back and refuse to drink the
"Which of us does not?"
OF THE SABBATH.
to heal all ill.i, magic churms medicines. There should be one or
"Ye all know it? Then ye all are
and talismans, big and little pills and two among the crowd who will come border thieves and worse! No honest
13:lS-tlah
LESSON
at such a little price!
GUARD DISCOVER THE CLEVERNESS OF HIS DISGUISE
So small
forward and swallow the draughts man knows that road ! Lead on, Darya
ber
OOLUEN
the Sab
price! show me the belly and pay eagerly, In proof that no harm results. Khan, thou Lord of HI vers! Forward bath Pay to keep It holy. Exod. 20:1.
THEY ARE FIRST PUZZLED. THEN DELIGHTED.
your money ! Forget not the money, Be ye two they!"
march !"
Nehemlah remained In Jerusalem
for nothing Is free except air, water
Ismail spat savagely.
So Darya Khan led the way with his
and the Word of God! I have paid
I rifle, and King's face glowed In clga twelve years, from B. C. 444 to B. C.
"Nay! Bismllluh!
Nay, nay!
money for water before now, and will hold them who have boils, sitting rette light not very far behind him as 432. He wns then recalled and was
In ginning of t n
t tinworld war ('apt. Athelstan
Synopsis.
In Persia some years, perhaps five or
where Is the mullah who will not take firmly on their bellies so or between he
his horse up the narrow
King if tin' I'.rilish Iniltnii army ami of lis mtitI service, is ordered
B. C.
n fee? Nuy, only ulr costs nothing! their shoulders thus when the bolls trucklegged led
mih! to Willi her In Kiiijou In
northward out of the seven, but returned about we 425,
that
!n Delhi In ini'i'l Viismiiil. :i l:i in t
know
For a rupee, then for one rupee I are behind!
Nny, I will drink no Khyber bed. It would be a long time the yeur Artaxerxes died, for
sahl li.v spies In In1 preparing fur u
niri'l tin1 outlaws iIhti' who n
lied.
will heal the sore belly mid forget to draughts ! I am a man, not a cessbefore he would dure smoke a cigar that he returned by permission of that
jihad in' hnl.v war. 'Hi his way In lii'lhl King quietly lulls a ilall to
One after another he drew on native he ashamed for taking such a little pool !"
date of this lesagain, and his supply of cigarettes was king. Therefore, the
assassinate him iiinl gels evidence Hint YiiMuiiii Is after liiin. fit meets
garments, picking them from the pile fee !"
"And I will study how to heat hot destined to dwindle down to nothing son would he sometime in the summer
licwu Gunga. Yasiulnl's innn. whn says slii' Imis nlri'iiily gone north,
beside him. So, by rapid stages he de
"Whither went the sahib? Nay
irons!" said Darya Khan, with grim before thut day. But he did not seem or early autumn of 426 or 427 B. C,
i dunces.
:ilnl lit lii'i' town house witnesses i
Ismail, an Afriili, be16 or 18 years following last Sunday's
veloped into a native hakim by creed show us proof !" objected Daryn Khun ; conviction. "It is likely that,
He rescues some of Yasmini's
comes Ills limly servant iiml protector.
having to mind.
a converted Hindu, like Hewn Gunga and Ismail stood buck n puce to scratch worked for a blacksmith
!" he called. "Forward, men lesson.
"Cheloh
once, I may
tollmen imil takes llii'iii nnrlli Willi liiin, tricking li Hangar into going
one of the men who practice yununi, his flowing heard and think.
we see that
In the section, vv.
learn quickly! Phaughghgh!
I have of the mountains! Kuch dar nahln
ahead. Tin' Itnngur deserts liiin lit a dangerous time. He meets Ills
or modern medicine, without a license
the gifts for the house of God and
"The sahib left this with me!" said tasted meduceen ! I have drunk
hul
I"
furl.
Ali
t
Apsln
.Masjiil
brothel'
and with a very great deal of added King, and held up his wrist. The gold snats (Epsom
the Levltes, who led In worship, had
salts)."
"Thy mother nnd the spirit of a fight
bracelet Rewa Gunga hud given him
superstition, trickery and guesswork.
He spot, too, in a very fury of remi were one!" swore Ismnil Just In front been neglected. Whenever the house
"I wouldn't trust you with a ha'pen- gleamed In the pale moonlight.
niscence.
of him, stepping out like a boy going of God nnd Its service of worship Is
Ismail smote him : fan n man with a ny!" announced his brother when he
VI
CHAr-'S'EContinued.
"Good !" snid King. "Henceforward.
"May God be with thee !" boomed all
to a picnic. "She will love thee! Allah! neglected, we mny expect thnt the Sab
5
bellyache stand guard? His moaning hud done. "The part to a T."
five men together.
bath day nnd the worship of God will
I am Kurram Khan, the dnkltar, She will lovo thee Alluh ! Allah !"
then,
"Well
take these into thu fort for
Tin' puck! were lalil nil Hie ground, will betray both him mid me!"
nlso soon full Into contempt. Ezra has
King Jumped to his feet so sudden- and ye two are my assistants, Ismail to
to
'the
seemed
him.
thought
nppul
lit"Lord of the III vers."
Millies slioiik themselves, wlllle
It
me, will you?" Ills brother caught the ly that nil five gave way In front of hold the men with boils,
nut of our history without a
dropped
or
I
nud
hours
nfter
he
that
climbed aheud
Darya
In"Take him ami go!" ( imamled bundle of discarded Kuropenn clothes him, n nd Duryn Khan brought his rifle Khnn to hent the Irons
Khyber
the jackals tlml liliinil
hint ns tn his end. He may have re
In silence.
both
ve
of
to
and tucked them under his arm. "Now, to the port.
.Mine elnser, In sit In n ring ami King.
turned io Ilnhylon, seeing that his
be my men nnd support me with
We've got to hold
"Mut"
watch. King dug n llashlighl out of
remember, old innn
work was completed, or have been re"Ilnst thou never seen me before?" words when need be!"
Ismail
to
tn
it
we
the
was
and
do
It
une of llie
now
can't
King
Khyber.
careful
tfavi'
not to show
called by the king. Perhaps he brought
by rid he demanded, seizing Ismail by the
Aye!" suld Ismail, quick to think
Comes the big adventure for
into the first trap set for shoulders and
buck Information to Nehemlah at the
Imlil. sat on tin' oilier pack ami began his bracelet. Mut Ihere was something ing
Into his or details, "and these others shall be
staring
straight
Mi1
he
arrives
entrance
It
a
at
the
Mieiiinraniliim
King
a
us!
(hhI.
If
coward.
in his eye and in his attitude
in write mi
thut's the name eyes.
Persian court, of the declension which
tne tasters !"
to
caves
In
ulil
he
and
learns
to
cure
It.
You needn't tell
Kinjan
was a minute before
hnd already started in the city of Jeru
you
persuade subtle, suggestive sometbing-or-othe- r
give
"We will not drink the medicines!
"Nay. I never saw thee !
must prove he has slain an EngI mail
that tlm llushlight was harm- about him that was rather more con me you've got orders to hunt skirmishsalem. Three times In this chapter
"Look again!"
announced the mun who had a ston
lishman
he
to
will
ers
before
a
the
liefnre
betless, and nniillier minute
the word "remember" is emphasized.
guard
standstill, because I know
vlncing than a pistol or a stick. Darya
lie turned his head, to show his face uch ache. "Nuy, nay!"
admit him.
enlllil got him m hold II slill. Then, Khan thrust his ride's end into the hurt ter."
But Ismail hit him with the back of
in profile.
Perhaps that offers n suggestion as to
s
"How d'you know better?"
man
our outline.
stomach for encouragement and
however, lie wrute swiftly.
his hand In the stomach nguln nnd
"Nuy, I never saw thee!"
"Never mind
I've been seconded to
started off in the mist.
In the Khylier, II lllile lil'low yon.
I. "Remember" (v. 14) the Neglect
"Thou, then! Thou with the belly! danced uwny, hugging himself nnd
(TO BIS CONTINUED.)
tn run In
.voiilil li
I ome and ache oul
'(Mr Old Maa- -I
of the snhlbs' your crowd, I'm your senior, and I'm Thou ! Thou !"
of God's House, (vv.
The neguntil the
snouting
doii'i
see you. hul rircuinslniiecs
ari.
!" he snarled.
lect of God's house grew up out of the
They nil denied ever having seen jackals Joined him in discontented WRITER'S PEN IS FREAKISH
heverul it intc peni your their sight
In u minute King ami bis brother
chorus and the Khyber puss became
him.
uriJs hy me.
Merewil ti no two mule.s
Incursion of heathenism Into Jewish
lii'il their pio'Ks.
Make any use (if the slood unseen, unheard in the shadow
So he stepped back until the moon run or weird howling. Then suddenly There Have Been Many Instances of life. Nehemlah realized that the pur
amies you like, hut store lie loads wliere by a
shone full In his face and pulled off the old Afridl thought of something
patch of silver moonlight. Athel
I
Authors Mechanically Saying
I .an draw on thim In raw of ned.
ity of the race depended upon absolute
his turban, changing his expression at else and cume back to thrust his face
would like tn have a talk with yuu ln foie stan sat down on the mule's puck.
from the mixed multitude.
Not
separation
Intended.
Something
"Well?" said the younger. "Tell tne,
step I IniMliimj the rather desperate
close to King's.
the same time.
(v. 3). Nehemlah also confronted the
enterI
he
neeu
tn
don't waul
tend, hut
I shall have to
"Now look !"
hurry. You see I'm In
Why be a Kangnr? Why be n
Many, if not most, writers have hud difficulty of having a priest ,(vv.. 4, 6),
itis or leavlliK Ali M.isJId. Can yuu come
"Mn'uzbilluh ! (May God protect
charge buck there. They saw me come
sahib? She loves us hillmen bet to bewail the occasional freukishness who had defiled himself nnd also desedown the puss without tanking your
known? It Is kiowIiik misty now. out, but I hope to touch 'em a lesson
ter!"
us!)"
of the pen in putting down on puper crated the temple, and finally the porH DUBht to he easy.
My men will tell going buck."
"Now ye know me?"
iJo I look like a hillmiin of the something very different from that in- tion for the support of the priest and
y.ui where I am and show you the way.
!"
Atlielstun
"(
nodded.
iood
!" he snid.
'Hills'?" asked King.
yelled Ismail,
tended by Its author, says a writer in the temple worship had been withheld.
Why not destroy lliis li llel
"I've n roving commission. I'm orhimself by the elbows nnd
uy, not now. But he who can work the Westminster Gazette. Headers of (v. 10). This was the state of things
He folded the nute and stuck n postto
dered
to
enter
dance
from side to side. "Hee- one miracle can work nnother. Change Sir George Trevelynn's "Life of Mucuu-lay- "
ith which Nehemlah had to contend.
Khlnjun caves."
age stamp on it In lieu of seal. Then
!
What said I? Said I not so? iny skin once more and be a true
His brother whistled. "Tall orderl
II. "Remember" (v. 12) the Sab
will recall the historian's horror
lie examined the pucks with the aid of
not
I
this Is a different man? Ilillmnn!"
Said
Nehemlah's
when, too lute, he discovered that he bath Day. (vv.
the llushlight, sorted them tind ordered "What's your plan?"
not
I
a
this is
Said
"Haven't ono yet.
Know more
good one a man
Aye!" King laughed. "And fall heir had written In the Edinburgh Review next nnd most difficult reform was retwo of the mules reloaded.
of unexpected things? Snid 1 not ihere to a blood-feu) on can
witli every second man that "it would be
to estimate garding the fourth commandment. He
"You three!" he ordered then. "Take when I'm nearer Khin, n.
was inugic in the leather bag? I I ennnce upon ! Better he a converted Goldsmith by "Theunjust
at once set about to learn the facts;
Vlcnr of
the loaded mules Into All Musjid foi l. help no end."
shook It often and the tnugic grew
"How? Name it!"
Hindu and be despised by some than
or Scott by "The Life of Na- then relates whnt he saw (v. 15). The
Take this chit, you. Gl.e It to the
"1 shall go in disguise.
Look nt him! See such have cousins In the 'Hills'! Is that
Nobody can
sahib In cotuiminil there."
poleon," when he reully Intended to record nlso tells how he testified
cunning! Feel him! Smell of him! clear, thou oaf?"
Unit It would be unjust to estimate ngnlnst them in thnt they were selling
say
"To hour is to uliey !' said the nonr-es- l put the stain on as well as you. Hut
lb1 Is a good one good!"
tell me something first.
Any news
Aye! ihou urt more cunning than Goldsmith by his "History of Greece." merchnndlse on the Sabbath day. He
innn. They took the mules' leading
n
Three of the others stood and any man I ever met!"
There was, too, an amusing slip of the contended with the nobles that they
reins unit before they hud gone I''" of holy war yel?"
His brother nodded. "I'lenty of
The greut Afridl began to rub the pen perpetrated by the grave Sir Archi- had done evil on the Sabbath day. (v.
grinned, now that their first shock of
paces were swallowed In the mist Unit
surprise hnd died away. The fourth tips or his fingers through his straggly bald Alison In Including Sir Peregrine 17). He testified against them that
had begun to How southeast w ard. The lalk about one to come," he said. "We
man poked umong the pucks. There neurit in a way that might mean any- Pickle instend of Sir
of ware had
night grew still, except for the whim- keep heuriiig of that laslikar that we
Peregrine Malt- the merchants and sellers
ptAlToAl
was little to see except gleaming thing, and King seemed to druw con land
can't locate, under ti mullah whose
umong the pullheurers at the duke lodged about and within Jerusalem,
pering of Jnekals.
teeth nnd the white of eyes, set In siderable satisfaction from It, as if It of
(vv, 20, 21). The root of the trouble
Ismnil came nearer ami squatted at name seems to change with the day of
Wellington's funeral.
hairy faces In the mist. But Ismnil were a sign language that just then he
Another striking instance of the pen with Judah was that they forgot God's
Kind's feet. Darya Khan rutin1 closer the week. And there lire everlasting
du need all by himself among the stones needed u friend, and lie
ton. King hud tied tin1 reins of the tales alioiil he 'Heart of the Hills.'"
certainly did mechanically writing something not In word and followed the devices and de
of Khyber road and he looked like a not propose to refuse such
"No explanation of "em?" Athelstan
a useful tended came under notice the other sires of their own hearts. The Jewish
two horses and the one remaining
on the
one.
asked him,
In a Few Minutes His Whole Face Was bearded ghoul out for nn nlring.
imili1 together in a knot ami was sitday on the title page of a reprint of a Sabbath in Its outward form
Slit1 smelt out a good
"None! Not a tiling:"
"And," he added, as If it were an once famous book, June Porter's "Scot exact day of the week Is not binding
Darkened to One Hue, and Charles
Solemn, almost
ting on the pack.
one!
This Is a mun afterthought, instead of his chief rea- tish Chiefs." This
Gentile Christians (Col. 2:16, 17).
"D'you know of Yasinini?"
Stepped Back to Look at It.
motionless, squatted on their hunkers,
edition, published upon
!
as a people,
"I lea nl of her, of course," said Ills
after my heart !
God son, "if her special mull Itewa
some years ugo by a
Lon It was given to Israel
Gunga
they looked like two great vulliires
giving you orders. Hit hard when you preserve me to see the end of this! Is a Hangar, and is known as a Han- don house, describes Miss Porter as (Deut. 5:1, 2), as a memorial of their
brother.
die.
animal
tin
watching
uive to, but for God's sake, old mull This one will show sport !
"Has she come up the pass?"
gar throughout the 'Hills.' shall I not 'iiutbor of 'Pride and Prejudice,' 'Sense deliverance out of the land of Egypt
They silt In silence ior live tulnules.
tin1 more likely win favor
His lii'oiher laughed. "No, neither WKire traps !"
yee !"
Then suddenly the two liiilmeii shudhy being a mid Sensibility,' etc., etc!" Doubtless and the house of bondage. (Deut. 5:6).
"All right," said his brother.
King watched the faces of the other Hangar too? If I wear her bracelet he Christian name of "June" induced The Christian, by the death of Christ.
dered, although King did not hut an she nor a eoaeb and four."
"Then good-hy- ,
old man !"
four men. He saw them slowly waken nnd at the same time urn a
of the law
"I have beard she's up the pass
Hangar, the slip. All remember, and nearly all Is made dead to the letter
ejclid. Din hurst Into being. A volley
"Gnod-hy- ,
to understanding of what Ismail meant who will not trust me?"
Athelstan!"
the prinbut
of
Moses,
of me," .said Athelstan.
ahead
(Deut.
7:4),
Tin
of
thundered
riot
out
and
the
te
Bronte
was one notable ex
night
ripped
They stood facing and shook hands. by "worker of spells" and "magic in
"She hasn't passed All Musjid!" said
"True!" ngreed Ismail. "True! Thou ception lovo Jane Austen: not so ciple of the Snbbath Is older than even
down the pass.
rcflecWhere
man
been
a
Is
had
the hug" and knew that he had even art a maglclun !"
as binding
and his
the law of Moses and
"llow-utt- !
Ilukkums dar?" came his brother, and Atlielstau nodded.
many remember June Porter.
But the moon was getting low and
"Are the Turks in the show yet?" lion in the mist, there now seemed to greater hold on them now than
upon the Christian believer as are the
the insolent challenge half n minute
be
a
the same man mid
bracelet gave him.
native. Athel
many other principles which underlie
Khyber would be dark ugnln In hnlf an
after It the proof positive that Ali asked Charles,
Mexico an Indian Country?
the Mosaic law. In its exact form, the
slan King had changed his very mi
"Mu'uzhlllah !" they murmured as Is hour, for the great crags In the dis"Not yet, Mut I know they're
It
is
of
Mnsjid's gimrds neither slept nor were
to
Into
importance
inquire
seventh day, the observance of the
lure with his clothes. He stood like u mail's meaning dawned and they recog tance to either hand shut off more
In."
afraid.
lie
taken
attitude
the
southern
by
to the old order and
Sabbath
"You bet they're expected in!" The native moved like one; even his voice nized n magician In their midst. "May light than do the Khyber walls. The
A
weird wall answered the chalIndians of Mexico toward the officla." not to thebelongs
was changed, us if like the actor who God protect us !"
Christian order. Christ, who
mist, too, was growing thicker. It was
lenge, and there began u tossing to and young man grinned from ear to ear.
Hethe
New
civilization,
Spanish
says
rose from (lie dead (Rom. 7:4), rose
himself all over to act Othello
"Stny God protect me ! I have need time to make a move.
fro of words, that was prelude to a "They're working both tides under to dyed
public. If It is difficult for an out on the first day of the week, and we,
of It!" said King. "What shall tin
King rose. "Pack the mule and bring sider only
prepare the tribes tor it. They flatter he could do nothing by halves.
shouted Invitation :
with
the
" 'By, Charles!"
slightly acquainted
new name be? Give ye me a nnnie! my norse!" he ordered and
as joined to Christ, are not under obthemselves they can set alight a holy
!"
they bur southern Indians to understand the
Officers in that force are not chosen Khan Is a title of respect.
Since I rled to obey with
born of new-- reasons for their marked hatred of ligations to the Mosaic law, but to
alacrity
Knglish can be as weirdly distorted war that will put Tlmoiir Hang to for their
Christ. Therefore, the Lord's day, the
clumsiness, or inability to wish for respect, I will cull myself respect, Darya Khan attending to the
lis wire, or any other supple medium, shame. You should hear my Jezailchies
It seems
move silently by night. His footsteps Khan. Nunie tne a village the first iriiiiining of the mule's loud In nerson the Spaniards
resurrection day, the first day of the
mnl native levies advance distortion to talk nt night when they think I'm not
of
who
lias
anyone
spent nny week, (Uev. 1:10; John 21:20; 1:19-2died In the mist almost as quickly as name you cun think of quk'k !"
Instead of snarling nt another man. It
the point of art ; but the language listening!"
time
with
them.
To
the
In
southern
Acts 27), Is the day of privilege.
his shadow. Before lie had been gone
Kurrnm," said Ismail, at a hazard. was a very different little escort from
"The Jczailehlcs'II stand though
founds no less guod In the chilly gloom
a minute the pass was silent as death
Kurram Is good. Kurrnm I am! the one that had come thus far. Like dians, the Spaniard and his successor, not of obligation and Is more sacred
said Atlielstun.
of a Khyber night.
the
Mexican. Is the to us than the Sabbath day of these
"Stake my life on It!" said his again, and though Atlielstun listened Kurrnm Khun Is my name hencefor King himself, it hnd changed Its very cruel alien
I'olloweil another wait, tills time of
conqueror. They feel that Jews. The Jews In Nehemlah's time
nnrure in nrteen minutes!
brother. "They'll stick to the Inst man !" with trained ears, the only sound he ward! Kurram Khnn the dakitar!"
s
lialf nn hour. Then a man's
are
Indians and that Mexico is showed their contempt of the Lord's
they
'But where Is the snhlb who cume
"I can't lell you," said Athelstan, could delect was of a Jackal cracking
They brought the horse and King an
ii
man,
booted, leather-heeleIndian country. For Instance, one day by making it a day of profit, hence
n bone fifty or sixty yards away.
from the fort to talk?" asked the man uuigiied at them, calling them idiots
ki riding carelessly. Not far behind him "why we're not attacking brother Turk
of the common objections to Mndero tills exhortation which we see set forth
whose stomach ached yet from Ismail men without eyes.
was the softer noise of sandals. The before he's ready. Mut my job Is to
"I nm Kurram Khan, the dakitar, but encountered In Oaxncn was thut he In this section. This should he a warnCHAPTER IX.
and Darya Khan's attentions to It.
Mail began to whistle "Annie Laurie." help make the holy war seem unprofitwas not nn Indian and that the presl ing nnd an exhortation to us In these
Gone !" announced King. "He went wno in the 'Hills' would believe It?
Charles? That you?" called King. able to the tribes, so that they'll let
dent of Mexico should be an Indian, days of a secularized Sabbath.
!"
the
one
with
the
other
the
down
loads,
Turk
King
on
repacked
putting
hard
he
calls
when
old
man?"
"That you.
This attitude is significant, and it is
buck carefully Into the big
III. "Remember" (v. 29) the Holy
Went whither? Did nny sec him
A man In khaki stepped
Into the 'em. Kvery day that I ciin point to everything
not strange to find even a northern
leather
In this section
and
the
Priesthood, (vv.
forts
held
In
Is
envelopes
a
locking
the
go?"
.strongly
ImKhyber
Indian
like
Huerta
Moonlight. He wns so nearly the
exclaim
proudly
we see that the priesthood bad even
Is that thy affair?" asked King, and
day in my favor. There are sure to empty handbag, after throwing In a
"Yo so Indlnno." Cnrranzn's lack
ago of Athelstan King that Ismail and be
Ing:
defiled themselves with women, and
raids. In fact, the more the merrier, few stones for Ismail's benefit. Then the man collapsed. It Is not considered
I mrya Khun stood up and stared.
of popularity In the south is not so
he went to sit in the moonlight, with wise to the north of Jamrud to argue
again this Nehemlah entered upon a
Athelstan strode to meet him. Their provided they're spasmodic. We must
to
much
due
the
fact
southern
that
his buck to a great rock and waited with a wizard, or even with a man who
The use
walk was the sumo. Angle for angle, keep 'em separated keep 'em swarmMexico is the home of Diuz as to the cleansing process, (vv.
to give his brother only claims to be one. This was
of this word "remember" In verses 14.
line for line, they might have been one ing too fust while I sow other seeds there
that
not
nn
fact
Carranza
is
Indian.
22 and 29 gives strong emphasis to the
time to make good a retreat through mun who had changed his very nature
man and bis shadow, except for three- - among 'em."
three cardinal sins against which NeHis brother nodded. Sowing seeds the mUt. When there was no more almost under their eyes.
Tunnel
Would
Channel.
Ijiiarters of nn Inch of stature.
English
doubt that his own men, at all events,
hemlah was battling.
"Even his other clothes have gone!'
A machine for tunneling the English
"Glad to see you, old man," said was almost that family's hereditary had
failed to detect the lieutenant, he murmured one man, he who had poked
As In Nehemlah's
job. Athelstan continued:
IV. Summary:
In 3.1 days has been brought
Athelstan.
Channel
on to All Musjid like a leech, put two fingers In his mouth and about among the packs.
time, so now, Sabbath desecration Is
to
the
of
attention
British
the
govern"Sure, old chap!" Fold Charles; and old"Hang
man ! The day one raiding lash-kii- r whistled.
"And now, Ismail, Darya Khan, ye
ment hy Mr. John K. Hencken, a civil the surest road to national ruin, and a
hey shook hands.
Almost nt once he heard sandals two dunderheads!
gets command of the Khyber's
ye bellies without
of New York, who states that large proportion of our present calam"What's the desperate proposal?"
engineer
come
from
both
directions.
the
others'll
was
all
believe
pattering
brains! when
throat,
there ever a dak!
they've
he has official approval of his scheme. ity can be traced tp growing Irrevernsked the younger.
As
of
he
out
the
mist
won the game.
who
a
they emerged
had not two assist
tar
Nothing'll stop 'em!
hakim,
The scheme contemplates boring four ence for the Lord's day. Jesus swept
"I'll tell you when we are alone."
Look out for traps.
Smash 'em on sat silent and still. It was Darya Khan ants nt the least? Have ye never seen.
tunnels by means of eight machines away the cobwebs of Sabbath IrreverHis brother nodded and stood a step
who
came
first
and.
stood
at
Itut
don't follow up too far!"
now one man
gaping
ye
will cut through earth and rock ence, bat did not tear down the house.
that
aside. The three who hnd takpn the sight.
seca
but
was
Ismail
him,
close
very
"Sure, said Charles.
holds a patient while his boils are
the rate of 100 feet per hour, and He kept the principle, but removed the
at
note to the fort came closer partly to
a
and
the
other
were
three
me
ond,
with the stain now, will
only
barnacles with which the Pharisees
"Help
lanced, and yet another makes the hot
provides not only for a trackway In
rail attention to themselves, pnrtly to
little behind. For full two minutes Iron ready?"
each tunnel, but a driveway, along and Jews had encumbered It Jesus
Halm credit, partly because the outer you?"
man
sore
the
with
after
the
stomach
With his flashlight burning as If its
"Aye! Aye!"
s
could be driven taught that the Sabbath was made for
with
silence frightened them. They elbowed
provided current by the week hnd come they all stood holding one
They had both seen that often.
from Englnnd to the supply bases In man and not man for the Sabbath,
Ismail and Darya Khan, and one of bnttery
another's
arms, astonished. Then
Instead of hy the minute, Athelstan
"Then, what are ye?"
France. Mr. Hencken asserts that he (Mark 2:27, 28), and he set himself as
hem received a savage blow in the
"Our sahib King snhlb where is
drugged open the mule's pack and pro
They gaped at him. Were they to
can
have the tunnels complete and an example In this regard, for he Is
stomach hy way of retort from Ismail, duced
a host of things. He propped a he?" asked Ismail.
work wonders too? Were they to be
for operation within a few Lord of that day as well as the other
ready
ltefore that spark could start an ex- mirror
!"
"Gone
against the pack and squatted
part and parcel of the miracle? Watch
months'
time, and declares that, should days of the week.
plosion Athelstan Interfered.
Even King's voice was so completely Ing them, King saw understanding
in front of It. Then he passed a litThe Sabbath Is a day of rest and If
be caried through. It
scheme
the
"Ismail ! Take two men. Go down tle bottle to his
men
who had beeA reared
and Charles changed that
behind Ismail s eyes and knew
would release most of the shipping observed, workmen without exception
the pass out of earshot, and keep attended to the brother, mark that amid mutual suspicion could not recog- dawn
he was winning more than a mere adnow used between England and vlll produce more than Is possible If It
watch! Come back when I whistle would have
Is not observed. Recent confirmation
mirer. He knew it might be days yet 'Kurran Kahn Is My Name Hencefor France.
betrayed him a British of- nize it
thus hut no sooner !"
ward!
Kurram
Khan the Dakitar!"
"But there are his loads! There Is might be weeks before the truth was
ficer in
of this principle can be found In the
light brighter than dusk.
He put fingers between, his teeth and In a fewany
minutes his whole face was his mule!"
out, bat it seemed to him that Ismail Look now look ye and tell me what Is
report of the British ministry of muniIn Germany.
Insurance
Hailstorm
Mew ontll the night shrilled back at darkened to one
"Here Is his bag!" said Ismail, was at heart his friend. And there wrongs
tions. To observe the Sabbath or any
hue, and Charles
is
more
exteninsurance
Hailstorm
Mm. Ismail seized the leather bag and
He pointed to the horse, and they
pouncing on It, picking It up and shak- are no friendships stronger than those
stepped back to look at It.
In Germany than in other divinely ordained principle tenda
on
carried
sively
started to obey.
"Won't need to wash yourself for a ing It. "It rattles not as formerly I formed In the Khyber and. beyond no stood in a row and stared.
to prosperity (I Tim. 4 :8).
any other country. During the last
"Leave that bag. Leave It, I say I" month!" he said. "The
The chief value of the Sabbath, howdirt won't There is more in it than there was 1"
more loyal partnerships.
The 'Hills'
"The saddle?" Ismail suggested. --It 45 years the German hall Insurance
"Bnt some man may steal It, sahib. show !" He sniffed at the bottle. "But
"His two horses and the mule are are the home of contrasts, of
s Is a government arrficer's
saddle."
have collected the enormous ever. Is in connection with the worHow shall a thief know there is no that stain won't come off If
companies
'Stolen!" said King, and they sum of l144.ra9.000 marks (mark
that last until the
ship of God. The feeding of the spiryou do here." said Darya Khan.
money In It?"
itual nature; the rest which Is to be
"Did I say he took them with him?" man dies, and of friendships that no nodded. "Stolen along with the horse!" 23.8 cents), tn
wash never worry I You'll do finely."
and
hare
premiums,
"Leave
It and go r
,
differentiated from mere holiday or '
"Not yet, I won't!" said Athelstan, asked the hakim, who sat still with his crime or need or slander ran efface. If
Aye!"
oat
marks
902,426,000
Indemni
la
paid
Ismail departed, grumbling, and
'Shorten those stirrups, then, six ties. Daring the year 1915 the com- pleasure ; Its need for adult and child
picking up a little safety razor and be- back to a rock. "He went because I the feuds are to be avoided like the
King turned on Darya Khan. on his mustache. In a min- came! He left me here In charge! devil, the friendships are worth
holes at the least
Men will laugh at panies realized a profit aC 7,999,975 life; Its educational value; Its opporginning
"Take the remaining men and go np ute he had his npper lip bare. Then Should he not leave the wherewithal to
for Christian service and exalme If I ride like a British arrflcer P
marks, which was much In excess of tunity
the passr he ordered. "Stand out of his brother bent over him and rubbed make one comfortable, since I must do
"There Is another thing ye might
Aye !" said Ismail, harrying to obey. their average earnings, and the busi- tation of family relations, all show It
earshot and keep watch. Come when in stain where the scrubby mustache his work? 'Hah! What do I see?. A do," he
'Now," he said, gathering the reins ness of the year showed an Increase to have been created to fill a real seed
suggested, "if ye two grown
J whistler
and to manifest the wisdom and good- man bent nearly double? That means men are afraid to see a boll slit open. and swinging Into the saddle, "who in Insured values of 4O4,000,0M
had been.
. "But this one has a bellyache where
After that Athelstan unlocked the a bell vacbe ! Who should hare a belly Always then are timid patients who knows the way to Khlnjan?"
Scientific 1 marl can
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leather hug' that had caused Ismail so
much concern and shook out from it u
pile of odds and ends at which his
brother nodded with perfect understanding. The principal item was a
piece of silk forty or fifty yards of
It (lint tin npncaniliirl tn lilri.l Itiln
turban on his head, his brother lending
him a guiding, understanding finger nt
every turn. When that was done, the
man who had snid he looked in the
least like a British officer would have
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Grans

steers, irood to ch. . ,10.8011.00
steers, fair tu good.. 9.60' lO.f0
7.76 W H.75
Heifers, prim
Cowi, sjraasers, Koud to ch. 7.40W 8.S0
Com, Kramers, fair to good 6. Ml' 7.2T.
6.40
Cows, canners and cutters.. 6.00
K.00I& 10.85
Veal calves
Bulla
8.00(0) 7.25
Feeders, good to choice ... 10.25$ 11.26
D.&0W 10.26
Feeders, fair to good
9.50
Feeders, common to fair . . 8.00
Htockers, Knoil to choice , . a.OOW 8.00
blockers, fair to good . ... 6.t04f 7.75

l'"s.

Good hoes

Ijimbs
Feeder Iamba
Ewes
Feeder ewes
Wethers
UAV

A

IV

17.00017.(0

sheep.

16.0016.75
16.7ufal6.76

jo.ooi&'ll.OO
6.004c H.00

11.0012.00
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F. O. B. Denver,

Carload I'rlc )
liar.
Buying Prices per Ton.
22. OOj 24.00
Colo, upland, per ton
20.0UU22.00
Nebr.
per ton
Prairie upland,
hay (new crop),
Colo, and Nebr., per tun. .20.00 & 22.00
2D.004J 26.00
Timothy, per ton
Alfalfa (new crop) per ton 20.00&22.O0
South Park, per ton
25.0026.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton. .2i.mt 25.00
Straw; per ton
i.vov 7.00
tirala.
Oats, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
2.35
Colo, oats, bulk, buying
l.(io
Com chop, sack, selling;
3.57
Corn In sack, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling. 1.70
.

Hungarian

Flour.
patent

SINGING

NEGROES,

4.86

,'
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Labor Is Needed in Shipyards and

HYMN8, DROP A3 COMMAND
IS GIVEN AT U. S. FORT.

DKNVUIl alAIIKKTI.

IRK

Factories.

There Is no higher wisdom than to
lose yourself In useful Industry and us
hind.

HIGHEST SPEED IS NECESSARY

TERMS

Insatiable Demands of the Large Army at the Front Prompts Govern"GOOD-BY- ,
BOYS OF COMPANY C,"
ment to Inaugurate a Public
LA8T WORDS OF TROOPERS
Service Reserve,
WAS
BEFORE TRAP
8PRUNG.
Washington. A cmnpaiKn to enroll
the country In the United Suites public
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
service reserve, with particular effort
San Antonio, Tex., Dpc. 12. Thir- to get men for the shipyards, will be
teen of the negroes of the Twenty-fourt- Inaugurated by the United States deinfantry. United States army, partment of labor, noting In
Willi the shipping board, accordfound guilty of complicity In the riot
and mutiny at Houston on August 23 ing to a statement made by Williiini
were hanged on the military reserva- Edwin Hall, nntlonnl director of the
reserve. State directors are being aption at Fort Sam Houston.
men tried by the pointed and local organizations perOf the
were fected in every state.
forty-onsame
"The primary object of tills camsentenced to life imprisonment. One
man was sentenced to dishonorable paign," said Mr. Hall, "Is to obtain a
discharge from the army, forfeiture of large list of skilled and
all pay and allowances and to be con- men who are not now producing wur
fined at hard labor for two and a half material or doing work useful lo the
years. Three were sentenced to be prosecution of the war, and to get
from the them Into the shipyards and the facdischarged
dishonorably
army, forfeit all pay and allowances tories which must be maintained at the
and be confined at hard labor for two highest sliced If Industry Is to meet the
Insatiable demands of n large army at
years. Five were acquitted.
The men who paid the penalty of the front,
"It appears from published reports,
death were Sergeant William C.
DiCorporals I.arnion J. Brown, such as the arrival of the Rainbow
James Wheatley, Jesse Moore, Charles vision In France, that the number of
W. Baltimore;
Privates William American troops at or nenr the firing
Brackenridge, Thomas C. Hawkins, line Is constantly increasing, und we
Carlos Snodgrass, Ira B. Davis, James olvilinns whom these troops have gone
Divlns, Frank Johnson, Risley W. over there to protect, would be shamefully derelict In our natlouul duty and
Young and Pat McWhorter.
we did
"Good-by- ,
Boys of Company C," quite wanting In patriotism If
were the last words uttered by the not make every personal sacrifice to
condemned men as the traps were keep our soldiers 100 per cent supsprung and they dropped to their plied.
Labor Needed in War Work.
death on the scaffold.
in"A number of the
ITALIANS GAIN LOST POSITIONS. dustries are employing labor which is
urgently needed for war work in the
One Is surByng Plant Giant Drive on Western shlpynrds, for example.
Front as Teutons Prepare for
prised to see bow many kinds of workers are needed to build a ship. The
Mighty Infantry Stroke.
board hns prepared for the
London, Dec. 12. The Italians in a shipping
service reserve a list of 88 difdaring night raid regained several Im- public
ferent "peace" occupations from which
portant positions they lost on the men must
absolutely must be drawn
lower Piave.
1n order that our tremendous shipbuildFrom Ypres to Cambrai on the
can be carried out In time. You
British front and from St. Quentin io ing
often hear It said that 'ships will win
the Switzerland frontier on the French the
It Is being put in a
war.' but
line giant cannon are roaring in what little different today
way by those who know
Is believed to be the opening chapter
the situation: A failure on the
in one of the most stupendous strug- of American civilians to build the part
necof
the war. While the Germans
gles
number of ships will make It
essary
have been expected to launch their
Impossible for the United States to
great offensive In the west for several continue to fight. A luck of ships tuny
days, it was not announced until last lose the war.'
night that the British also had drawn
"The United States public service
up great forces for a monster stroke. reserve," explained Mr. Hull, "Is workFor the first time during the war the ing at blub speed today to obtain nil
Austrians are expected to play an im- these men needed for shipbuilding, for
portant part in the west front opera- mnklng equipment, for gun manufactions. Many divisions, released from turing, for inecluiiiicnl draughting, for
the eastern front, have arrived In the hundreds of other vltnl operations,
west to support the Hindenburg from the
Industries'
troops. The French, who have been that Is, from Industries which are Imengaged In artillery duels with the portant to a country at peace but, In
Crown Prince's army for several the final analysis, virtually unnecesweeks, also have drawn up new troops sary to a country at wnr.
around Verdun and are ready to meet
"Our effort Is always to obtain the
the attack, the scene of which cannot workers for wnr Industry without
be determined, as the great guns are crippling the peace Industry. We will
in action all along the big fronts.
of
not draw away an
employees from any one locality, from
any one industry, from nny one em
Join Red Cross, Says President.
wnr menu suurrniR. n :uu- ployer,
Wilson
President
has
Washington.
sldernbledisturbance of Industry Is
in
which he
Issued a proclamation
Inevitable. The public service reserve
urges everyone not already a member
to
about the necessary
to join the Red Cross during the mem- proposes of bring
labor with Just as little dis
shifting
bership campaign starting Dec. 1(i and turbance as
possible. We want no
continuing until Christmas eve. In his
dustry ami no employer lo have to
proclamation the President declares bear any more than a fair, legitimate
membership in the Red Cross to be share of the burden which the pera universal patriotic duty.
emptory demands of wnr throw upon
all of us."
CROPS WORTH $12,000,000,000.
Differs From Army Enlistment
"Men who enroll in Hie United
This Year's Yields From Farms ExStates public service reserve statu
ceed Any In U. S. History.
their trade and suggest other classes
Washington. Many crops this year of work they could do. If necessary, for
exceed the production of other years the war. The enrolled men will rewhile the value of the country's farm main at their present Jobs and when
products, with a total estimated un- they are notified that an opportunity
officially at $21,000,000,000, far ex- In put I lien) into war work lias arisen,
ceeds any other year in history. Final they are under no obligation to accept
estimates of production of the princi- the new Jobs unless satisfied with
pal- farm crops were announced by wages and conditions.
Tims their en-the Department of Agriculture. The rollmeiil In the reserve differs from enllstment In the army, where the soldier
production estimates are:
bus no choice but to obey.
Corn, 3,159,494,000 bushels.
Winter wheat, 418,070,000 bushels.
"Every day more and more Amerl- can workers are beginning to feel In
Spring wheat, 232,758,000 bushels.
All wheat, C50.828.000 bushels.
their hearts that In this critical period
of the nation's history they should be
Oats, 1,587,286,000 bushels.
levoting their energies to the actual
Barley, 208,975,000 bushels.
war needs of their country. Uy en
Rye, 60,145,000 bushels.
rolling In the United States public reFlaxseed, 8,473,000 bushels.
serve they enjoy a happier conscience,
Rice, 36,278,000 bushels.
for they know that they have
Potatoes, 442,536,000 bushels.
their patriotism and that the
Sweet potatoes, 87,141,000 bushels.
moment a war indusry needs men of
Hay, tame, 79,528.000 tons.
their type thejr will be given a chance
Hay, wild, 15.402,000 tons.
to serve the country without leaving
Tobacco, 1,196,451,000 pounds.
civilian life."
Sugar beets, 6,237,000 tons.
Beans, 15,701,000 bushels.
CLOSES FACTORY
CRAWFISH
Austrian Battleship Torpedoed; Sunk.
London. The Austrian battleship Becomes sLodged in Water Meter and
Shut Off Supply.
Wlen was torpedoed and sunk Sunday
An insignificant crawfish, measuring
Vienna official
night, according to
statement received in Amsterdam and three Inches In length, that becamey
forwarded by the Central News. Most lodged In the meter, shut off the snp-plof water for the big La Belle Iron
of the crew was saved.
works at Wheeling,. W. Va, and caused
cldse down temporarPope to Raise Peace Question Dec 23. the big plant! tp M0 workmen.
Idle
ily,
making
A
to
Geneva
dispatch
Copenhagen.
The crawfish fry traveled from the
the Vossiscbe Zeltung says that on re- river
thrtmt" vpump plant to the
Dec.
cardinals
the
23,
pope
ceiving the
reneiwdv
tthrough the water
city
will deliver an important pronuncia-mentV more than 8.000
a
dhj
mains,
on the question of peace.
X the meter.
feet, befoiV
Civil War Declared in Russia.
$1,000,00if Zln Cavt Found.
London. Word was received here
A cave Uned with $1,000,000 worth
dehave
Bolshevik!
that the
formally
of zinc ore was discovered recently 200
clared war on the Cossack forces un- feet below the surface at the east
der Kornlloff and Kaledines. This property of the Admiralty Zinc combrings about a condition of actual pany, at Douthat, Okla. eight miles
The
civil war In Russia.
southwest of Baxter Springs.
ralne of the ore was estimated by
Fir Destroy Cotton Ginning Plant. miner who recently visited the place.
with dynaPhoenix, Ariz. Fire, which de- The cave will be attackedeven
the company and,
though
stroyed the plant of the Mesa Cotton mite by faH
short of It estimated
loss It should
Ginning Company and caused
of $50,000 la believed here to be of richness, it is considered one of the
most noted phenomena of Its kind
tncrndiarv origin.
ever knera In this mining field.
sixty-thre-

court-martia-

e

e

semi-skille-

Nes-bit-

DKRSSHD I'OIII.TKV.
Less 10 per cent' commission.

22
Springs
30 &32
Turkeys, fancy d. p
26
24
old
toins
Turkeys,
u22
20
Turkeys, choice
20
18
Hens, fancy
u 22
20
Ducks, young
20
18
Geese
14
12
Roosters
IJvc f'uullry.
Prices net F.O.B. Denver.)
19
18
Springs
16 420
Hens, fancy, lb
10
8
Boosters, lb
Q 26
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over.... 24
20
18
Ducks, young
1

Gees

KtiCS.

Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
45
O. B. Denver
Eggs, B.graded No. 2 net, F.
.81
O.
Denver
Begs, case count, misc.
. .11.0013.00
caBea, leas commission
Duller.
49
Creameries, ex. 1st gid., lb.. .47
43
2nd
Creameries,
grade, lb. ..
39
Process
31
30
Packing stuck. (net)
Prnlt.
Apples, Colo, new fancy, bux 1.006 2.23
2.002.50
Pears, Colo
Vegetables.
16.00
12.00
Beans, Navy, cwt
8.00
7.00
Beans, Plntu, cwt
16
.16
Beans, Lima, lb
1.501.75
Beets, Colo., cwt
1.60 2.00
Cabbage
1.50 1.75
Carrots, cwt
15
Cauliflower, lb
12',i.
45
.75
Celery
25
.35
Onions, table, dnz
2.002.60
Potatoes, cwt
08
.10
Tomatoes, H. 11., lb
1.6011.75
Turnips, Colo., cwt.
HIUUs AND I'KI.TS.
Dry Hides.
35
Flint butcher, lb. .1
33
Flint fallen, lb
19
Flint bull and stag, lb lb
17
Flint culls and2c glue,
3c
less.
tu
lb.
Salt hides,
Hurse hides 12 to 23 price of green
alted.
Green Sailed Cured Hides, etc.
17 Vi
Over 40 lbs., lb.
17Vs
Under 40 lbs., lb
2
J
Bull and stag
11
Glue hides and skins
Part cured,lesslc leas.
Green 2c
than cured.
Calf aad Kip, Ureea Sailed.
24
30
Calfskin, lb.
18
22
Kip, lb.
Each.
1.251.60
Deacons .
.70
50
Klunks
.16
Branded
6.006.50
Horse, No. 12
6.00 6.60
Horse, No.
2.002.50
Glue and pony
60
.76
Colt
Green Salted Pelt.
Each.

S1.0O2.06
Lamb and sheep
.75
50
Spring lambs
.50
10
Shearlings
Dry Flint Pelts.
Lb.

42
pelts
40
Short wool pelts
24
Butcher shearlings. No. 1
10
No. 2 murian shearlings
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.

Wool

Mist KLI.AXKOIS MARKETS,
Prlcea for Metals.
New York. Lead, $6.25 6.60.
Bar Sliver Kc,
$23.17.
Copper
8t. Louis. Spelter, 97.71.
Boulder. Tungnten concentrates, CO
per cent, 620.001) 25.00 per unit.
Crude ores, 60 per cent. $20.003 25.00;
25 per cent, $12.00
12.60; 10 per cent,
$9.40j12.20 per unit.
Chiracs Live Stork Quotations.
17.10i 17.50;
Chicago. Hogs Bulk,
$16,90 0
light, $16.60 17.45; mixed.
mixed,
17.60:
heavy, $16.85& 17.60;
$16.85
17.60;
f.16.8017.60;
heavy,
pigs, $12.75
rough, $16.85617.06;
16.76.
Cattle Native steers. f7.3015.50;
western steers, $6.30 15.70; 'stockers
and feeders, $8.1011.00; cows and
heifers. $5.1011.40;
calves, $8.00
16.00.
Sheep Wethers, $1.80 11.90; lambs,
tl2.60V16.75.
New York Cotton Prleea.
York. Cotton Middling, $0.15.
28.61;
January, 28.86:
May. 11.40; July, 28.11.

New
December,
rMarch,
28.64;
,

Chicago Grain ana Provision Prices.
Chicago. Corn. Nos. t and 1 yellow, nominal; No. 4 yellow, $1,469
I. 60.
Oats No. 1 white. 72 71c; standard.
7m7Jc.No. t, nominal.
Rye
Barley $1.20 1.60.
7.60.
Timothy $5.00 26.00.
Clover $20.00
Pork Nominal.
Lard $26 604)25.75.
Ribs $27.25.
Kansas City Produce.
Butter
Kansas City.
Creamery,
42c; firsts, 40c; seconds, llo; packing,
tic.
Eggs Firsts 46c; seconds, 110140.
roosters, 16c;
Poultry Hens,
rollers, 14 25c. lc;
iter. Kern. Potatoes and Poultry.
Creamery, If O
Chicago. Butter
47 Me.
Firsts, 47 9 50c; ordinary
Eggs
rirets. 416 4Hc; at mark, cases included. 41 49c.
Potatoes Wisconsin. ' Michigan and
Minnesota bulk,
$1.80fjl.0; do sacks,
$1.85 2 00. Poultry Fowls, It 6 tie; springs,

lc,

Ft Ice off Bsurar.
New Tork.
Raw, steady;
Sugar
centrifugal. $6.70; molasses, $6.82.

GIH;

$1.24

II. 1

luuecu.

Linseed On track, $1 24H
to arrive, I117H; December,
bM; May. $1.21
bid; July,
x. nominal.

Duluta.

n

In-- 1

1

-'

thereby-declare-

o

Patience la a virtue, but don't tone
aifilit of the fact that there are others.

CASSEROLE DISHES.
It Is possible to have Just as tempting und dainty food cooked In a ten- cent crock with a cover
as It Is to serve It In a
casserole. The
secret of. casserole cookery Is Its long, slow
under
cover,
cooking
keeping In all of the flaare
meats
vor. Tough
to
adapted
especially
The
casserole cooking.
law of
compensation
comes to our aid, for
tough meats always yield delicious
gravy. The tougher the meat the more
glory to the cook If she makes It appetizing and palatable. The variations
on casserole dishes are only limited by
the supplies in the larder.
A steak may be smothered In onions
in a casserole or with mushrooms.
All meat has the same first treatment, seasoning, rolling In flour and
browning In hot fat. Have the casserole hot, add two cupfuls of canned
tomato, half an onion, a slice of carrot and turnip, two stalks of chopped
celery, a sprig of parsley and half a
teaspoonful of mixed spices. The meat
for this Is beef. Pour a cupful of water
In the spider after the meat has
browned, add a teaspoonful of kitchen
bouquet and pour It over the meat
and vegetables In the casserole. Cover
tightly and set In a hot oven. As soon
as the meat begins to cook reduce the
heat and let It cook very slowly for
two or three hours for three pounds of
meat. If you wish to ndd potatoes to
this dish ndd them boiled until tender
15 minutes before It Is to be served.
Casserole veal Is delicious, with
green pepper and onion for flavor.
Mutton is also excellent cooked with
peas and a little onion. Chicken with
mushrooms, and a few ripe olives for
a garnish when serving Is at Its best
In this dish. A tough duck, squirrel
or rabbit may be made Into a most
tasty dish by casserole cooking.
Kidneys, beef hearts, calves' hearts,
sweet breads, liver In fact, nny kind
of meat, flsh or fowl can be cooked
acceptably In the casserole.
The coarser cuts of meat neck,
chuck and rump with vegetables, to
enrich the gravy, all make most delicious eating when cooked en casserole.
ten-doll-

-

and till the polling dish with alternate layers of rice and apple butter.
Bake until brown. Serve with cream
or n caramel sauce.

J

The secret of success in life is for a
man to be ready for his opportunity
when It comes. IJiaraell.
The one who does little things in always ready to do the big thing better.
EAT LESS FOOD.

There are few people who would not
feel better, look better and live longer
If they stopped eat- Ing before they are
4 ja
(usg$9
JSffiQrtStuJt

Wm!if

quite satisfied. The
pernicious habit of
''"Hog after ones
stomach says

Press boiled rice
through a potato
rlccr. add the
yolks of three eggs
to two cupfuls of riced rice, one and a
half cupfuls df milk, two tiihlesponn- fuls of incited butter, one teaspoonful
of salt, mid two teiispoonfuls of baking
powder sifted with one cupful of flour.
whites of
Lastly add the
three eggs and bake In a quick oven
about twenty minutes. Sugar may be
added if desired, and if the family is
small, hulf the recipe w 111 be sufficient.
Beet Salad. Cut
pickled
beets in halves, scoop out the center
and fill with chopped celery, mix with
mayonnaise, place the beet on u lettuce leuf and serve lopped with a bit
of mayonnaise dressing.
Troy Pudding. Take a cupful each
of stoned raisins, currants, citron, moof milk, one
lasses, suet, a
teaspoonful of soda dissolved In'n little water, two and a hulf cupfuls of
flour, half a gritted nutmeg, a teaspoonful eurh of linuatiion and ginger, a
of cloves and one egg.
Mix well and steam for three hours.
Crullers. Take half a pint of sweet
milk or one cupful, the same amount
of sugar, a fourth of a cupful or four
tablespoonfuls of shortening, one beaten egg, three cupfuls of flour, two
of baking powder, a teaspoonful of salt and a teasMonful of
grated nutmeg sifted with the lour.
Mix well and fry In deep fat. Roll in
powdered sugar sprinkled with cinnamon.
Baked Com With Clams. Mix a can
of minced clams, a cupful of canned
corn, a cupful of milk, one egg well
beaten, a cupful of bread crumbs, two
tablespoonfuls of butter, a teaspoonful
of salt, a fourth of a teaspoonful of
paprika, and a little onion juice or
Mix the butter with the
onion salt.
crumbs and sprinkle over the top.
Bake
hour.
Rica Pudding. Use the unpolished
rice, which Is much more nutritious
than the polished, soak a enpful over
night, cook until tender In the same
water salted. Beat an egg, add half
a enpful of milk, then the cooked rice.

In a recent article It was recom- be made of
inch tongue
''inise of many Ills mended that women who wish to sew and grooved lionnl-- . strongly joined at
mt huruen. Ihe for the lied Cross should choose one or (be corners, and should be lined with
llesh.
Nitrogenous two kinds of garments and confine heavy water proof paper, which must
foods have a process of putrefaction
themselves to making them, nil her extend over the lop of the contents
which Is peculiar to that food, other thun
try to make many different gar- after the box is filled.
kinds of foods ferment but such food ments. Often women who are willing
When possible eaiii box should be
as meat, fish, eggs, cheese, and such to give time to sewing or knitting eanr filled with only one kind of
garment
protein vegetables as peas and beans not afford to buy all the materials they or supplies.
formed need. In this case they can arrange
decompose and the
Marking of Boxes.
are more or less poisonous to human to do the work for other women who
Boxes should be marked on top
beings.
are willing to buy materials but "American Red Cross Division Supply
The difference between fermentahaven't time for the work. In some Depot," with the address to which Hid
tion and putrefaction Is shown in the places the Ked Cross chapters furnish box Is to be sent. The name and addigestion. Vegetable foods may fer- the goods und give out work to volun- dress of shipper, Hie serial number of
ment und cause Irritation hut with teers who make up needed garments. the box, nnd a statement (stenciled on
animal food the Irritation may be In
Patterns for garments arc all Issued the wood) of the contents of the box
the form of poisons which are taken In two sizes, medium nnd large. Ac- should be given. A red cross
Inches
up by the blood stream just as Is the cording to Red Cross instructions, two high and wide, should he painted on
food, these poisons cause uutolntoxl-catlon- . medium-sizegarments should be each end of the box.
The vast majority of people made to every one of large size, for
Kxpress companies will accept gifts
who suffer In this way, suffer because American hospitals and no large sizes to the Red Cross, for shipment at
their regular rate, when prepaid
An eutless in en I once for French hospitals. The patterns are
of overeating.
or twice u week, would be not Inap- Issued according to the requirements and addressed as above.
of the Red Cross by all the standard
Chapters should ship to their divispropriate to follow a wheutless day,
ion supply depot In one of the followFletcher, the dietician, In his won- pattern companies.
Inventory.
ing titles:
derful books on living has discovered
Host on, Atlanta, Chicago, Seattle,
Each box of garments should conthat the simple art of mastication,
Inside the water-proo- f
wrapping, New Tnrk, New Orleans, Minneapolis,
which is a much slighted if not a lost tain,
a typewritten Inventory of Its con- Philadelphia, St. I .mils, Denver, Washone, Is the secret of good health. Our tents
following the name nnd address ington, Cleveland, San Francisco.
In
these
times
may of the
stirring
loyalty
An Invoice or notice of shipment,
shipper.
teach us the value of lessening our
Shipping and Packing.
giving the serial number of the box,
Indivfood supply. The
According to a bulletin Issued by the or boxes, sent and duplicate copies of
idual who denies herself candy nnd woman's
bureau of the American Red their Inventories, should b mailed by
sweets because of her patriotism will Cross boxes
containing garments and all shippers to the chapter or division
In
be rewarded
the happy results to
should not exceed 3 supply depot to which tho shipment Is
supplies
hospital
In
will
be true
herself. This
cutting by 2 by 2 feet in size. "They should being forwarded.
of our meat,
out
of our fat, and
each of
sugar and white flour. This
will not only help us physically
:
:
but its Influence must be felt iu other
ways. The Individual who cannot say
"no" for his stomach's sake will not 00000000000000000-00000000000000000stand very firm on higher demands.
Coats, coat suits and frocks, with tlinony of touch to tell woven broadThere Is one Important thing that collars
tail or seal or mole plush from these
und cuffs of fur or
all mothers of growing children should
and emplacements like them on the furs. They are at their best when
renot
should
be
that
consider,
they
skirt ure among the season's note- used in the manner illustrated, either
stricted as to food, for they need It
worthy and handsome offerings. On on coals or suits or frocks.
to
and
activities
for the dally
promote separate long coats and on coats with
Now that everyone Is practicing
growth.
coat suits the collars and calls are at- economy nnd prolonging the usefulness
tached to the garments, but on frocks of garments by remodeling them, these
The peopl who never muke mistakes
have proven themselves the
to be worn Indoors as well as out, the
lend u mighty monotonous existence.
collar und cuffs limy be detachable. best of ulds. They h dp to change the.
clothes so
Collars are nearly always of the con- appearance of made-ove- r
POULTRY IS NOT TABOO.
vertible vurlety on nil couts.
completely that there Is no recognizing
A handsome coat of taupe wool veoriginal suit or frock that Is enriched
As poultry cannot lie shipped us food
lours Is shown In the picture, finished by hem and their durability means a
to our allies we are expected to use It
In place of such foods as
beef, mutton nnd pork.
We will be most happy
to have chicken often, If
we ure able to pay the
price.
We are all familiar
1
wllh chicken stew with
dumplings, roust stuffed
f
fowl and fried chicken,
so It Is not necessary to
dwell upon these favor
ite dishes; but we may like to vary
our chicken dinner and the following
may prove suggestive:
Curried Chicken .Inlnt a fowl neatly, fry It a slight brown color In three
talilespoonfuls of Its own fat or any
sweet drippings, lift out the pieces of
chicken and fry one minced onion, add
two tablespoonfuls of curry powder,
three of chopped coconut, one
of sugar, one teaspoonful of
Hour, one of salt, a cupful of rich
milk and a half cupful of water, then
Cook very
the pieces of chicken.
slowly until the chicken Is tender, then
ndil a tablespoonful of lemon Juice.
Serve with a dish of boiled rice.
Toredos. Take half a
Chicken
pound of cold cooked fowl, one cupful
L
of whipped cream, half a cupful of stiff
ri
aspic Jelly, three tablespoonfuls of
chopped cooked ham, one tablespoonful
and
of chopped parsley, salt, pepper
red pepper to taste.
Whip the cream
to a stiff froth, add the fowl and hum
finely chopped, also the parsley nnd
seasonings. Melt the aspic jelly and
mix and bent until it begins to set.
Pour the mixture Into china or paper
cases, put on Ice for 20 minutes and
serve sprinkled with pistachio nuts.
COAT WITH EMPLACEMENTS OF
Chicken Mold. From nn uncooked
fowl remove all the meat, free It from
lease on life for such garIn the same color. It
skin and gristle and pass It through with
,
with a ments.
the chopper twice. Put half a cupful Is full and
are very
Entire coats of
of bread crumbs in a saucepan, add a handsome half girdle of the material
to warm and hardly suited to the milder
cupful of milk, and hent over the Are, that extends from the side seamsborclimates of the South, but scarfs and
stirring to a paste. Take from the the front. Here Its two long ends,
are looped muffs, or collars and cuffs on fashionfire and gradually beat in the chicken dered with the
paste, then add a teaspoonful of salt, over. There are three large covered able coatings worn with muff to match
pepper, paprika, a tablespoonful of buttons at the front of the coat and them, make an Ideal coat for any latione on the collar, all covered with the tude. In the North a sweater worn
chopped parsley, and the
under a coat of this kind makes It as
yolks of three eggs. Fold In the stlff-i- same furlike material.
These marvelously woven nnd dyed warm as a fur coat and the cloth coat
beaten whites. Turn Into a
At least the
pudding dish, stand It In hot materials have established themselves trimmed with
water, and bake In a moderate oven 30 as a permanent feature of each new equal of an entire coat of the fabric, in
to 40 minutes. Turn oat when ready season's production of fabrics. When elegance and In rich appearance.
and serve with white sauce.
they are made to Imitate natural skins
GilI StTlUTii.
the resemblance la so close that It 1
almost Impossible to tell the difference.
view and the tes-It take a "close-up- "

New Vegetable Wax From Ecuador.
From prehistoric times the Indians
of Ecuador hare utilized a wax found
on certain species of tall palms for
making candles, say the Scientific
American. This wax occurs on the
tree trunk in granular form, each tree
furnishing about fifty pounds. The
tree grow In great numbers on the
mountains along the coast. Samples
of this wax were aeift to France and
Germany, from which countries favorable report and an offer of 19A cents
pound vera received.

Telltale Eye and Toe.
The eyes tell the story of guilt when
all the other nrascles are controlled.
This you will learn In the eleventh
chapter of Darwin's book. Sometimes,
when the face Is controlled, as In the
case of natives of India, other muscles
are ncontrollable. Sir Henry Maine
declares that In India the judge can
tell when a native la lying by watching his toes. He keeps bis face perfectly straight and his eyes expressionless, bnt his toes begin to wiggle
as soon as he begins to Ua,

The woman of moderate means, who
markets In person with a basket on
her arm, often Beta better sooils for
lesa money than her wealthy slater
who iruats to servants or the telephone and lukes what the merchant
chooses to send to her, In blissful
of food values or fund quality.- Mrs. Richards.
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Today we are looking for g
things that are economical and within
the means of the
average pocket-book- ,
and at the
same time prove
satisfying.
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Afternoon Dresses.
One sees much georgette nnd much
chiffon In the new afternoon dresses
and these lovely stuffs are drajn-- over
soft satins, meteor and Liberty satin
Emhroderies in
being most in favor.
silk or beads add richness of trimming,
bnt the frocks themselves are exceedingly simple. Flounces and frills are
In Paris every woman is
unknown.
supposed to get a frock out of four
yards of material, hut this material she
may ornament with as much handwork
as she pleases.

Tweeds and Homespuns.
Tweeds and homespuns stand hard
wear amnzlngly, and in many mixtures
show soli very little. This season, too,
there are some extremely nice things
In homespuns and tweeds of somewhat
gay coloring. The yellow tones,
have been very well handled,
and certain Imported coats and domestic models innde up of Imported cloths
are of mixtures In which soft
tones predominate, so that at a
little distance the cloth looks like plain
gold-yello- w

gold-yello- w

-
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There Is a bigger market for your Furs this
year than Ever BEFORE in the HISTORY
of the BUSINESS. The question of collecting
many furs is a simple one this season, but the
question is where to receive the most money
for your collections. We will pay you the actual fairest market value for your FURS.
Ship us your furs and we will remit at once.
We stand prepared to return the furs to you at
once all charges paid, if prices paid is not satisfactory to you.
THE SANTA FE METAL & IRON CO.
347 Water St.
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CAPITAL COAL YARD
.
Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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WAR SUPPLEMENT
SUBSCRIPTION

$1.50

SANTA FE, NEW

ADVISORY BOARDS
HELP.WITH DRAFT
Legal advisory boards have 'been
appointed by the President to assist
registrants in making up answers on
the questionnaire blanks. The
Bar association and the New
Mexico Bar association,
through
their officers and members, are helping as much as possible in this important work. The New Mexico
boards, as announced by Captain R.
C. Reid, federal disbursing officer,
are as follows :
Bernalillo
County W. A. Kele-he- r.
T. J. Mabry, Felix Baca, Albu-

querque.

Chaves J. M. Hervey, T. Fort, J.
C. Gilbert, Roswell.
Colfax E. C. Crampton,
John
Morrow, Charles M. Bayne, Raton.
Sam
G.
Curry
Bratton, A. W.
Hockenhull, W. A. Havener, Clovis.
De Baca H. R. Parsons, J. E.
Pardue, K. W. Edwards, Fort Sum-

ner.

DEALERS ARE ZEALOUS

g.

Guadalupe

Henry V. B. Smith, F.

Sena, Santa Rosa.
E. Carter, C. E. Stancell,
Eaves, Lovington .
Lincoln George B. Barber, George
L. Ulrick, George Spence, Carrizo-z-

Faircloth,

.

Nine indictments have besn returned in the United State dislrct court
of Nsw York City, charging six in
dividual
and lhr:e corporation!
with conspiracy to defraud th .Federal Government of $500,600 in connection with thj manufacture of hats
for the United States army. The
corporations undsr indictment are
Thorn 4 Bayley, Inc., ihe Peekskill
Hat Manufacturing company and the
H. D. Parmelej company. The two
..Government inspectors indicted are
Arthur G. Cilson and Peter J. Duffy.
It is charged that the manufacturers
made an excess profit of about
$500,000, through thi substi ution of
materials much inferior to the grade
The two intpsctors may
specified.
have been guilty of nothing worse
than gross negligence) and they may
be proved guilty of an offense much
mora serious. Robbing Uncle Sam
is likely to be held a high- - crime
beforj this war has progressed much
further. Positive proof of guilt will
result in the infliction of penalties
much more serious than fines and
comparatively short terms in prison.

Georg.e

P.

Sim

o.

Liina
A. W. Pollard. Carl A.
Snyder, Fred Sherman, Deming.
. McKinley John R. McFie, Sam
Bushman, E. A. Martin, Gallup.
Mora Stanley A. Foutz, Wagon
Mound; Charles U. Strong, Mora;
Frank A. Roy, Roy.
Otero J. L. Lawson, L. R. York,
Dean Sherry, Alamogordo,
Quay Harry H. McElroy, R. A
Prentice, C. H. Alldredge, Tucum-car- i.
Rio Arriba A. E. Carr, Tierra
; L. T. Nohl, Espanola ;
Valdez, Tierra Amarilla.
Roosevelt G. L. Reese, James A.
Hall, J. C. Compton, Portales.
Sandoval John F. Young, Cuba;
Phillip Jaegels, Bernalillo; Abelino
A. Lucero, Bernalillo.
San Juan Frank A. Burdick, Farm-ingtoGeorge F. Bruington, Aztec ;
E. S. Whitehead, Farmington.
(Continued on page two.)
n;
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Men who hand!) food and feed
stuffs in New Moxico have it in their
power to do a great deal to help win
this Avar. In their conference in
Santa Fe last week with R. C. Ely,
stat) food administrator, they
a willingness to
in every way possible.
They ara
in earnest, and mean to leave nothIf it is fair to judge
ing undone.
by appearances, it is safe to say
that no set of men in New Mexico
is mora keenly alive to the needs
of (he situation and moro willing
to make whatever sacrifices may ba
In patriotism and loyalnececssary.
ty and zeal they surely ars not
lagging behind anybody.

For the first time' since the Civil
war, the United States army is to have
a division of cavalry. With Major
George Rsad commanding,
the division will be formed with
headquarters at El Paso. One of
the brigades will be formed at Fort
Sam Houston, San Antonio, another
at Douglas, Aria.
Give the kiddies
stamp
for Christmas presents. It will be
a beginning and an incentive to tho
cultivation of the habit of thrift.
Furthermore, it will be helping to
win tho war.
war-savin-

14,

1917.

NUMBER

PHYSICIANS ARE
ORGANIZED IN
ALL COUNTIES

'

,

Dona Ana Numa C. Frenger, R.
L. Young, William A. Sutherland,
Las Cruces.
Eddy J. W. Armstrong, Chas. H.
Jones, Dover Phillips, Carlsbad.
Grant C. C. Royal, G. T. Black,
Slver City; A. W. Mitchell, Lords-bur-

Lea--

FRIDAY DECEMBER

ROBBING UNCLE SAM

OF ATTORNEYS TO

-

MEXICO

Doctors in New Mexico have been
organized into advisory boards to
assist in the work of selecting! and
examining men, who are called to the
colors under the draft law. There
will be a central board in Albuquerque, and in addition each county
will have a board. As announced by
Captain R. C. Reid, federal disbursing officer for New Mexico, the
President has appointed the following:
Albuquerque Dr. P. G. Cornish,
Dr. J. A. Reidy, Dr. John R. Van
Atta, Dr. Frank E. Tull, Dr. Le
Roy S. Peters, Dr. Lucien G. Rice,
Dr. Forrest F. Fadeley, Albuquerque; Dr. Harry M. Smith, Las Vegas.
The medical advisory boards in the
several counties are as follows, with
the exception of those which have
been referred to advisory boards,
which will make the selections:
Bernalillo Dr. W. W. Dill, Dr.
G. S. McLandress,
Dr. W, W.
Sparge, Albuquerque.
Chaves Dr. W. W. Phillips, Dr.
C. M. Mayes, Dr. C. F. Montgomery, RoswelL
Colfax Dr. O. J. Whitcomb, Dr.
J. L. Hobbs, Dr. Howard Heyman,

Raton.

Dona Ana Dr. T. C. Sexton, Dr.
H. M. Cornell, Dr. J. N. Minetree,

Las Cruces.
Eddv Dr. J. L. Q. Lauer, Carlsbad; Dr. M. P. Skeen, Artesia; Dr.
H. A. Stroup, Artesia; Dr. M. B.
Culpepper, Carlsbad. ,
Grant Officer
of the Medical
Corps, United tates army, stationed
at Fort Bayard.
Guadalupe Referred to 'mSedical
advisory board of Quay county.
Lincoln Dr. M. G. Paden,
Dr. T. W. Watson, Carri-zozCar-rizoz- o;

o;

Dr. H. E. Whitacre, White
Oaks.
Luna Dr. J. G. Moir. Dr. F. E.
Vickers, Dr. R. C. Hoffman, Dem-

ing.
W.
McKinley Dr.
Hutchison:
Gibson; Dr. H. G. Wrllson, Gallup; Dr. R. J. toffel, Gallup.
Mora Referred to advisory boards
of Colfax and San Miguel counties.
Otero Dr. J. R. Gilbert. Dr. J.
G. Holmes, Dr. E, D. Mckinley,
Alamogordo.
Quay Dr. A. D. Catterson, Dr.
(Continued on page two.)
.
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ROBBING THE SOLDIERS

REGISTRATION
AND DRAFT COST
IN THE STATE
Registration and the draft in the
state of New Mexico had cost a
total of $27,395.02, up to the first of
December.
The cost by counties,

with the quota of men, is as
Men
County
129
Bernalillo
52
Chaves
190
Colfax
24
Curry
Dona Ana
63
(Y)
Eddy
Grant
218
74
Guadalupe
Lincoln
93
Luna
00
1
McKinley
132
Mora
48
Otero
89
Quay
179
Rio Arriba
22
Roosevelt
66
San Tiian
213
San Miguel
71
Sandoval
47
Snnta Fe

Sierra

Socorro
Taos

Torrance
Union
Valencia

Total
Administrative
D;strVt board 1
District board 2

41
164

89
69

follows:

Cost
$1,887.51
1.464.8S
1,153.70
10.00
80.00

35.00
193.10
538.40
596.43
178.28
704.99
228.68
141.65
2,148.39
301.10
708.05
2 001.06
860.10
889.00
138.43
1,701.90
1,043.63
905. M

108

110

943.60

2,292

$19,099.23
3,797.84
1 489.72
3,008.23

FLY SERVICE FLAG

Graf ten in ths city of New York,
under pretense of solici.ing fund to
be used for patriotic purposes, have
citizens of
robbed the generous
Armore than a million dollars.
rests ar being made now and every
offender will be prosecuted to the
extreme limit of the law. Michael
J. Delanhunty, under arrest, has
confess d that he had no trouble at
all in collec ing about $15,000. He
quit work then and spent the money
in high living. Patriotic people gave
the money freely to Dalahunty, be-- li
ving (hat it would be sp:nt for
the benefit of tho men of ths United
Sta es army and navy. Delahunty
will probably gst 'a term in prison.
What he ought to get is a court
martial's order to play the star rola
at a h mp party - Grafters who steal
necessities and comforts frcm the
boys in I he training camps and
trenches are rendering aid and comfort to the enemy. They ought to
be dealt with as enemy agents.

TO HONOR BOYS

OF YOUR HOUSE
When the war is over, the proudest
possesson of any family will be its
service flag a red field with a white
center bearing a blue star for each
member of the family who served
his country in uniform in the great

conflict.

ar

Throughout all Christendom (hers
ought to be rejoicing over the capture of Jerusalem, the Holy City,
from Turkey. The British general,

m

Total cost

$27,395.02

PHYSICIANS ARE ORGANIZED IN ALL COUNTIES
(Continued from page one)
O. E. Brown, Dr. F. W. Noble,
Tucumcari.
Rio Arriba Dr. W. FT. Livingston, Esnanola; Dr. H. D. Sewell,
Chania: Dr. C, L. Le Roy Brock,
Esnanola.
Ro isevelt Dr. Enoch Lunaway,
Dr. J. F. Garmany, Dr. J. S. Pearce,

Portn'es.

Sandoval Referred to medical advisory board of RernMilol county.
San Juan Dr. G. W. Sammons,
Farmington ; Dr. A. M. Smith,
Aztec,
Farminfton; Dr. T. J. Wst,
San Miguel Dr. C. S. T osev. Dr.
E. B. Shaw, Dr. W. E: Kaser, East
Las Vegs.
Santa Fe Dr. R. O. Brown. Dr.
E. V. Fiske, Dr. D. "Knapp, Santa

Fe.
Sierra Referred to medical advisory board of Luna county.
Socorro Dr. C. G. Duncan, SoSan
corro; Dr. A. E. Bessette.
Marcial; Dr. M. McCreary, Magda-len-

a.

Taos Referred to medical advisory board of Santa Fe county.
Torrance Referred to medical ad- -

The service flag is now, and will
honor for the family
that can display it. It is also a pledge
of loyalty to the nation.
Loyalty Always Issue
Inevitably,
perhaps, in any war,
that issue of loyalty comes up. There
in
were tories
the days of the Revolution, an anti-wparty in the
war with Mexico, and "copperheads"
when the nation was fighting for
existence in the war of the Rebellion. In these days there are
and pacifists. And when
the nation is in such a .tremendous
struggle, when it has so much at
stake when it is so utterly dependent, upon the "army behind the
line" no man's loyalty can be taken
for granted. Each must prove by
word and action that he is for the
. United
States for America in the
war and for an American made peace.
Prove Your Loyalty
Put a service flag in your window,
if you are entitled to fix it bes'de
the stars and stripes. Then if the
issue of loyalty is raised in your
community, it will not be about your
family.
If you can't buy a service flag,
make one, if any member of your
family is in the uniformed service
of the nation Army,
Navy or
Marines. If more than one boy has
gone, give each his star. If the boy
who is in the service has left the
and has a home of
family roof-tre- e
his own, fly the flag anyway, in his
in
and
honr
your own. Illinois
Council of Defense.
be, a badge of

THE HOLY CITY

Allenby, commanding an army composed of British, Fr nch and Italian
troops, had completely surround d
the city, forcing the Turkish commander to surrender. The greatest
care was taken by the b:sieging
forcss to avoid damage to ths sacred
places in and around the city. The
capture of the city thus was conIf the Huns or
siderably delayed.
th Turks had been striving o capture the city from ths Allies, Jsru-saletoday would have been a mass
of ruins beaten from the earth, save
for its glorious history and its tender
,
memories. .
Jerusalem has been in possession
of the Mohamm "dans for mors than
1200 years, with the exception of
two brief periods. The Holy City,
ancient s "at of the Christian religion, ought never to be allowed to
pass from Christian dominion, whatever the cost of holding.

--

'

.

,

Page the Rt. Hon. Hannis Taylor,
international
eminent
lawyer. He may be able to provs
that it is unconstitutional to declare
war on Austria, and thereby save
the United State some
Alabama's

La Follettj did not
vote on the resolution to declare a
of
war existing with Austria.
state
Herr-Senat-

and conspicuHe was conveniently
ously absent at the time the vote
was recorded.

visory board of Santa Fe county.
Union Dr. S. M. Edmondson. Dr.
J. M. Winchester, Dr. W. A. Bristol Clayton.
Valencia Referred to the medical '
advisory board of Bernalillo county.
Curry Dr. C. Smith, Dr. J. F.
Scott, Dr. F. A. Dillon, Clovis.

ADVISORY BOARDS OF ATTORNEYS TO HELP WITH DRAFT
(Continued from page one)
San Mipuel Stephen B. Davis, Jr.,
W. G. Hayden, O. A. Larrazolo,
Santa Fe E. R. Wright, A. M.
Edwards, Harry S. Bowman, Santa

Fe.
Sierra T. H. Bvrne, J. V. Robins,
.
H. A. Wolford,
Socorro J. G. Fitch, Fred Nicholas, Socorro; W. B. Buntoti, Magda-Ien- a
Taos F. T.'Cbeetham, Wm. Mo
Kean Enrique. Gonzales, Taos. '
Torrance Fred H. Ayres, Neil
Jenson,
Estancia; M. B. Fuller,

Mountainair.

Hucrh
Union
B.
Woodward,
Joseph Gill, Clayton j J. F. Branson,
Des Moines.
' Valencia
Eugene Kempenich.
F. C. H. Livigston, Bolen;
Silvestre Mirabal, San Rafael.
Per-aH-

a;
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DESTROYER. IS SUNK

LINCOLN'S SPIRIT

s

T. P. O'CONNOR
Patriotic, eloquent and inspiring
was the eulogy of Lincoln that was
delivered by T. P. O'Connor, the
brilliant Irish member
of the
British parliament, as he stood one
day last week at the tomb of the
Foremost American. Said the Irish
orator and statesman,:
"There never was a moment in the
history of this country since the
death of the illustrious man by whose
ashes we stand today when the
inspiration and lessons of his life
were more needed by his people and
his country.
Spirit With Us Now
"As a man, Lincoln stands as much
"alive as though" he were still among
us. He is a flaming torch which
leads ' on the inner soul of every
American, whether he s standing by
the honor
country in his work
at home or marching over barbed
trenches against shell and
. wire
cannon, to .wounds or death. What
American can- - be cowardly when his
courage inspires? What America
can be selfish when his utter unselfishness is recorded in every page of
his history? What American can
prefer the clairrts of ambition or
party in face of his forgetfulness of
all personal and nartisan feeling before an imperilled nation?
What
American can entertain or tolerate
the very thought of a divided allegiance in face of his passionate
patriotism and of the inflexible resolution with which he fought for
a united nation?
Sure Of His Standing
"Can any man doubt where, he
would stand if in the crisis through
which his 'Country is now passing he
.was still its ruler? What was the
first and most fundamental of Lincoln's convictions ? Was it not passionate love of liberty and passionate
hatred of slavery? Is there any difference in essentials between the enslavement of the Negro and such enslavement as Germany today preaches in her gospel of world domination, and practices whileher' sinister mastery lasts in Belgium,
France and Serbia, as her
partner does in the plains
and mountains of Armenia?
The Might Of Right
"Today, as Lincoln said, two principles stand face to face and will
ever continue to struggle, the common right of humanity and the divine right of kings', or, as we would
say, the kaiser and the liberty of the
world. Today as Lincoln said, 'there
is but one duty to fight', it is for us
and for our times to reverse the
maxim and to show that right
makes might.
" " I know,' he said, 'that liberty
is right and so do we. Like him,
we hope that peace will Come soon,
but, like him, we want it so to come
'as to be worth the keeping in all

PAPER SUPPORTS
WAR OF DEFENSE

Girard, Kans., Dec. 10 Tiic Appeal to Reason, pioneer socialist organ in the United States, has, "esn
poused the war of defense" of the
war. Lieutenant
United States and the allies against
Commander Bagby is among those
Prussian militarism, according to a
The Jacob Jones
reported saved.
here tonight by Louis
statement
was one of the newest and largest
the editor of the paper.
Kopeiin,
destroyers of her class, and was put
in commission in February, 1916. The
, "President Wilson's clear and definite statement of war aims before
largj loss of life would scorn to incongress last Tuesday is main v re- dicate that the German torpsdo reg.
sponsible for the Appeal to Reason's
istered a hit on the thin huU of the
espousal of the war," the statement
destroyer, probably blowing the vessaid.
sel in two.
Name Is Changed
Beginning with the issue of DeWASHINGTON CROWS
cember 22, the name of the paper
will be changed to "The New Appeal,"
"to more distinctively conform to its
Taking care of the employes who
broader national and international
have had to bs added to the Govpolicy," the statement said.
ernment payroll by reason of th
"The Appeal to Reason stands for
war, , has proved to be a serious
democracy and to be consistent,"
There are about 200CO of
problem.
Kopeiin said, "it must uphold the
these employes who are required to'
wirld battle for democracy.
take care of the increased volume
"I cannot understand what excuse
of business.
It is estimated that
there remains for the German sothi to al increase in the population
cialists to support the kaiser, now
of the city of Washington, since the
that the 'defense of the fatherland'
beginning of the war, is 40030. Relias been so neatly disposed of by
presentative McKeown, of Oklahoma,
President
Wilson. The only nations
has introduced a bill to appropriate
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The Appeal to Rcasm was foundGovernor W. E. Lindsey and Adin 1895 and long has been one
ed
jutant G'neral James Baca have
of the strongest mouthpieces of sofont to Linda Vista to pay an ofcialist sentiment. It, according to
ficial visit to the Now Mexico solMr. Kopeiin, has a greater circuladiers who are training at Camp
tion than all the American socialist
Ksarney. They have a number of
papers
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governor during the absence of Governor Lindsey.
NEEDS TEN THOUSAND MEN
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BIG SOCIALIST

The United-Statedestroyer, Jacob-- .
Jones, was torpedoed last Thursday
night, in the war zon, and went
down almost immediately.
Of the
crew of more than 100 men, only
43 have been reported as saved. The
destroyer was command d by Lieutenant Commander David Worth
Bagley, brother of the first American officer to give his life in the
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future time.' Finally, can we do better than obey the imperishable appeal from Gettysberg 'to dedicate ourselves so that the nation may have
a mew birth of freedom,' and that
'the government of the people, bv
the people, and for the people, shall
not perish from the earth '
N;ver Has Departed

"Spirit of Lincoln, I do not call
unon you to coTne today to us from
this tomb of yours. Your spirit has
never left us. In hours of solitude
when we are thrown bick on our
own souls, that spirit has ever whispered to our inner ear words of
comfort and appeal. Rather let me
say to your people that it is for
them to be ofr-- and in, and with,
your spirit, so that, like you, they
may be worthy of this great hour
in their history, and, like you, be
ready to strive, and hope, and suffer, to the end."
is

The German Itr.perial Chancellor
getting to be a procession. Albany

Journal.

.

The Surgeons General's Office issues the following:
At, least 10,000 me,n, between the
ages of 18 and 40 years, are urgently
needed for the Medical Department
of the United States Army before
December 15, 1917.
Candidates should apply to any recruiting officer of the Regular Army
or to the medical officer of any
military post or cantonment.
Enlistments are for the period of
the emergency, unless sooner

Patriotism was once defined as the
last refuge of a scoundrel, but it is
the first camouflage of traitors and
near-traitor-

Springfield

A plnce ought to be found on
America's coat of arms for the
-needle.
Providence Journal.
knitting-

Every enemy alien at large offsets
a soldier at the front. Wall Street
Journal.
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EDDY COUNTY

IS

PRODUCING MORE
CONSERVES MUCH
By Mr. M. W. Gal 'on
The purpose of this article is to
describe the food conservation situation in Eddy county. This subject is
one to which the people have given
much thought and sincere effort. In
order to carry on an effective proeach
gram for food conservation
(a)
community within the county,
Should produce its own food and
feed as far as practicable,
(b)
Should increase the production of
the
staples beyo'id
the local needs wherever same can
These staples include
be produced.
wheat, beans, oats, rye, barley, corn,
etc; also (c) The raising of more
garden truck and the conservation
of all surplus should be encouraged.;
and (d) There should be an increased
production of poultry, hogs and beef
cattle, (e) The people should learn
to substitute certain foods for meat
and staple crops that "will not be
.needed by the allies.
Ar:a Now Cultivated
There are only 53,000 acres of land
under cultivation within the county
out of 2,672.640 acres, or less than
2 percent. This is necessarily small
because all of our farming must be
done under irrigation.
Farming
without irrigation in this county is
be adcannot
but
sometimes
possible
vocated for all times. The farmers
are doing all they can this year to
raise more crops. Of course this
effort on their part was stimulated
to a greater extent by high prices
rather than any other factor. This
statement does not apply locally

cither.

'

Staple Crops Increase
There has been a material increase
in the production of staple crops esThe
wheat and beans.
pecially
amount of wheat acreage planted
acres as
this fall will be around
compared with 2000 acres for last
year. There will be harvested 1700
acres of beans as compared with
less than 100 acres last year. The
production of several other staple
be increased but not to
crops' willextent
as wheat and beans,
the same
Our farmers have responded very
well to the call for greater production of food stuffs. The farmers
of the county have been organized
by the county agricultural agent into a permanent organization known
as the Fddy County Livestock and
association.
Farm
Improvement

Through this organization the
farmers were able to get seed and
what other assistance was needed
in connection with crop production.

Bumper Apple Crop
At Hope and Artesia there is an
enormous crop of apples. Many people of the southern end of the county have gone out to Hope and bought
very cheaply large quantities of apples sufficient to last throughout
the winter. Many persons from

PUMPS NEEDED FOR
NUMEROUS WELLS
DEVASTATED

CHILD'S KILLING

IN
AREAS

INSPIRATION FOR

The following cablegram has just
been received from the Paris headof the American Red Cross:
quarters
" 'Send us pumps,' is an appeal
today from a Red Cross delegate in
the devastated area. The retreating
Germans left little untouched there
last spring. Spokes were cut from
wheels of farm carts, orchards were
felled, farmhouses wrecked. In many
cases pumps were destroyed, wells
filled with rubbish and polluted.
Afraid To Un Weill
Of the few men and women who have
managed to filter back to live in the
one good corner of their wrecked
buildings, to clear the fields of barbed wire and try to till them, none
dares drink from the old wel's which
they had depended on all their lives
unless Ihey bear a sign reading 'Good
water,' to show that they have been
purified.
Travel Many Miles
"To these safe wells people come
from far and near with their jugs
and paUs. To make their already
rllfflrnlt lifo a litt'e easier and to
"make it possible for more of them
to come back to their devastated
fields all they have as soon as
pumps can be bought, 10 will be sent
to fill the need for them in this
district. It is a real, though slight,
Contribution to the giant task of

BRITISH CAPTAIN

-

British Headquarters

in

France,

by Associated Press.)
A staff captain is mentioned in the
orders of the day issued by the general commanding a .certain British
division on the Cambrai front as follows : y
"By his heroic conduct he saved
the whole brigade, if not the diviDec.
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(

sion."

tho slory of
displayed by
stimulus of
crippling of
his baby girl by a German air raid
on England."
This little note hides
the remarkable bravery
this captain, under the
hatred aroused by the

--

Attack

Single-t-Hand-

ed

During the German attack near
d
Masineres on November 30,
and armed with only a heavy
diskilled
and
or
stick,' he attacked
persed a group of Germans who
ammunition
were in possession of
dump near his headquarers south of
He then collected a small
Marcoing.
and heterogeneous force and pushed
on to Les Rue Vertes, where in desfighting, he efperate
fectually cleared the place of
mans. He himself, armed with two
revolvers, shot down. eight German
machine-gunneand held the position until relief arrived.
Other thrilling incidents are told
of British commanders in desperate
situations going personally among
the men in the front line to cheer
them. In one case a colonel, already
blinded, was led among his men by
an orderly.
single-hande-

hand-to-han- d

rs

The British newspapers that were
demanding Lloyd George's resignation have calmed down since they
have hepun to wander who would
take his place. Kansas City Star.

Tut it down in one nlace and itf
bobs up in another. Just as Now
York starts cleaning up its waterfront VV. R. Hearst buys a newspaper in Boston. Newark News.
Russia will please tak enote that nothing was ever said avout making the
world safe for anirchy. Chicago
Herald.
stricken districts of
the drought
west Texus can be seen about Artesia and Hope drying and canning
apples. They do this on shares with
the owner of the orchard wherein
they work. In this manner large
quantities of perishable fruit are
In this connection it
conserved.
might be stated that there is a
greater acreage in tomatoes about
Lakewood and Dayton .than ever
before. If the frost holds off there
will likely be fully 125 carloads of
canned tomatoes for the market. A
Texas firm is located at Lakewood
and is making all the tomato pulp
into catsup and other products. In
the past there has been considerable
waste at the tomato canneries.
The honey cron for this season is
the largest known for some years, all
of the first crop being of a superior
quality. We are urging the substitution of this splendid article of food
for the use of sugar. This can be
done in many ways.

DELIVERY IS
MAKING A BIG SAVING
--

An interesting side light in the
new
delivery system effected by several of the local merchants is the saving of gasoline and
tires thpt this system will bring:
about. With one car doing the work
that was formerly done by four it
is estimated that 3300 gallons of
gasoline will be saved each year,
$228.50 worth of tires, $126 worth
of tubes and $250 worth of lubricating oil. In addition to these savings, three men will be released for
productive work and there will be
considerable saving on wear and tear
on cars. Alamogordo News,
At this distance it looks as if it
trouble to get heads for the
various Russian movements, but impossible to get brains. Dallas News.
is no

Russia is said to need education
badly. New York has som Bo'she-vi- k
teachers it could spare. New
York World.
With no less than 7,000 food substitutes, Germans can not complain
of the monotony of their menu.
San Francisco Chronicle.

